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Abstract

Exploiting the gauge/gravity correspondence we find the spectrum of hadronic-

like bound states of adjoint particles with a large global charge in several con-

fining theories. In particular, we consider an embedding of four-dimensional

N = 1 supersymmetric Yang-Mills into IIA string theory, two classes of three-

dimensional gauge theories and the softly broken version of one of them. In

all cases we describe the low energy excitations of a heavy hadron with mass

proportional to its global charge. These excitations include: the hadron’s non-

relativistic motion, its stringy excitations and excitations corresponding to the

addition of massive constituents. Our analysis provides ample evidence for the

universality of such hadronic states in confining theories admitting supergravity

duals. Besides, we find numerically a new smooth solution that can be thought

of as a non-supersymmetric deformation of G2 holonomy manifolds.

http://arXiv.org/abs/hep-th/0401031v1
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1 Introduction and Summary

The gauge/gravity correspondence has reached a new chapter with the realization of

concrete scenarios where the correspondence can be taken beyond the supergravity

approximation [1,2]. An interesting example was given by Berenstein, Maldacena and

Nastase who proposed a gauge theory interpretation of the Penrose-Güven limit for

IIB supergravity on AdS5 × S5. A crucial ingredient in the BMN construction is that

string theory in the resulting background is exactly soluble [3].

Inspired by this new insight, the authors of reference [4] considered a modification

of the Penrose limit applicable to supergravity backgrounds dual to confining gauge

theories. By focusing in on the IR region, exactly solvable string theory models were

obtained. These string models represent in the gauge theory side the nonrelativistic

motion and low-lying excitations of heavy hadrons with mass proportional to a large

U(1) global charge.

The hadronic states discussed in [4] are remarkable in that they are present in any

confining theory admitting a supergravity dual. More precisely, as shown in [4], the

conditions for the existence of a Penrose-Güven limit that focuses in on these states is

compatible with the condition for a supergravity background to allow an area law for

the VEV of a rectangular Wilson loop in the dual gauge theory.

In [4] the authors considered the Klebanov-Strassler (KS) [5] and the Maldacena-

Núñez (MN) [6] backgrounds, both embeddings of 4-d N = 1 SYM into IIB string

theory. The corresponding confining gauge theories consist of N = 1 SYM plus massive

particles in the adjoint representation carrying a global U(1) charge. After taking the

Penrose limit it was realized that the string Hamiltonian on the resulting background

describes stringy shaped hadrons, called annulons, which are bound states of these

massive particles, in the limit where the charge and the number of colors both go to

infinity.

The analysis of [4] attempts to elucidate which properties of the annulons are uni-

versal to any background dual to a confining theory and which depend on the particular

embedding. Recently, softly broken versions of the KS and MN backgrounds were con-

sidered in [7, 8] with results very similar to those of [4].

In this paper we explore other string duals of confining gauge theories, and show

how those universal properties are in fact manifest.

The first model we consider is an embedding of 4-d N = 1 SYM into IIA string
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theory. The field theory lives on the worldvolume of N D6-branes wrapped on a three-

cycle of a deformed conifold. The dual IIA background results in a product of a flat

4-d Minkowski space and a resolved conifold, and it is supported by N units of RR

two-form flux through the non vanishing two-cycle. This 10-d solution is obtained

as a U(1) compactification of an M-theory background with an asymptotically locally

conical, G2 holonomy metric [9, 10]. The circle along which we compactify has finite

size everywhere; this ensures that the 10-d solution is regular.

As a second class of models, we consider IIB and IIA string duals to three dimen-

sional N = 1 confining gauge theories. The relevant backgrounds were given in [11–13]

and [14] respectively. In a sense they are the 3-d analogue of the MN and KS back-

grounds. The solution in [13] describes the geometry generated by fivebranes wrapped

over a three-cycle of a (topologically) G2 holonomy manifold; recall that the MN back-

ground describes D5-branes wrapped on a two-cycle. The one in [14] corresponds to

a stack of regular and fractional D2-branes whereas KS corresponds to a stack of D3

and fractional D3-branes. We also consider the gluino-mass-deformed version of the

gauge model dual to the solution in [11–13]. The corresponding non supersymmetric

background was studied in [15].

The understanding of 3-d gauge theories in the context of the AdS/CFT correspon-

dence is less precise. In fact, the AdS/CFT correspondence has been used to predict

various properties of confining 3-d gauge theories [16] 1. We thus present our analysis

as an alternative way of gaining information about 3-d confining gauge theories. Hav-

ing in some sense established the universality of certain states in embeddings of 4-d

confining theories we proceed to study the corresponding states in 2+1 dimensions.

Finally, with the intention of exploiting a non supersymmetric version of the 4-d

model above, we numerically find a new set of solutions that are non supersymmetric

deformations ofG2 holonomy manifolds. These solutions are smooth and, depending on

the range of parameters, we can attempt an interpretation as duals to D6-branes wrap-

ping cycles in a non-supersymmetric fashion. The brane interpretation suggests that

these solutions might be considered as new gravity duals of confining non supersym-

metric gauge theories, though more work is needed to precisely state this conjecture.

As a first plausibility indication we analyze the Penrose limit of the new backgrounds,

1An example of a property of 4-d confining gauge theories that has been understood in the

gauge/gravity correspondence and whose derivation has been used to conjecture the behavior of con-

fining 3-d gauge theories is the tension of a string ending on q external quarks.
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finding a pp-wave solution identical to the one found in the susy case: this should

give us some evidence about the presence of annulons also in this nonsupersymmetric

context.

The paper is organized as follows. In the following section we give a general overview

of the problem as well as a description of the main principle behind our analysis. Sec-

tion 3 contains a description of our Penrose limit applied to the resolved conifold with

RR two-form and the spectrum of IIA string theory on the resulting background. In

section 4 we describe the Penrose limit of the D5-on-S3 supersymmetric and softly

broken solutions. Section 5 deals with the D2 and fractional D2-branes model. Sec-

tion 6 contains our analysis of the string theory results from the gauge theory point of

view. We identify the constituents of the ground state hadrons and the corresponding

excitations. In section 7 we present the nonsupersymmetric deformation of the back-

ground studied in section 3. Section 8 contains some concluding remarks. We have

also included a number of appendices that contain explicit calculations of technical

statements made in the body of the paper. Appendix A contains standard expressions

for the SU(2) left-invariant forms and a parametrization of R4 used in the main body.

Appendix B contains the fermionic string equations of motion for a generic plane wave

background. The BPST instanton needed for the explicit form of the solution treated

in section 5 is given explicitly in appendix C. Appendix D contains a discussion of the

regularization used to compute the zero point energy of the string theories obtained in

the main body. Appendix E presents the full set of second order differential equations

that are solved in section 7 to obtain the new nonsupersymmetric deformation of the

G2 holonomy metric. This appendix also contain fifteen figures designed to present a

graphical proof of the existence and properties of the new solution.

Reader’s guide: Since this is a long paper, it is useful to give a ‘road-book’

for readers with diverse interests. Those interested in the ‘geometrical’ aspects of

the paper, like Penrose limits, pp-waves and non supersymmetric deformations of G2

holonomy manifolds, should read sections 3.1, 4, 5.1, and section 7 (this last one can

be read almost independently of the rest of the paper). Readers more concerned with

string theory aspects of this work, should refer to sections 3.2, 3.3, 4.1, 5.2, 6 and

appendix D.
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2 Physical picture of the general idea

One of the main purpose of this paper is to address the universality of the annulons,

i.e. those hadronic states first considered in [4].

A controlled setup in which to study gauge theory IR dynamics, including con-

finement, would be in the presence of supersymmetry. Four-dimensional N = 1 SYM

provides such a system 2. In the context of the gauge/gravity correspondence this

would correspond to studying the string theory dual to N = 1 SYM which is not

known. The best we can do at the moment is to study supergravity backgrounds that

correspond to confining gauge theories that contain N = 1 SYM as a sector. In all

known cases these confining gauge theories contain massive fields that transform in

the adjoint of the gauge group and have some global charge. If we group enough of

these massive particles we might hope that they form bound states. This is precisely

the field theoretic question we address: What is the spectrum of a collection of a large

number of these massive, globally charged, adjoint particles?

The question just formulated about the spectrum of a bound state of adjoint parti-

cles with global charge is out of the reach of current field theoretic techniques. However,

the gauge/gravity correspondence provides an exact answer.

The general principle allowing to address such questions in string theory was artic-

ulated by Gubser, Klebanov and Polyakov in [2]. In the gauge/gravity correspondence

there is a direct relation between sectors of the gauge theory with large quantum num-

bers and classical solitonic solutions of the string sigma model on the corresponding

supergravity background. Under this point of view the BMN sector of operators [1]

corresponds to a string shrunk to a point and orbiting at the speed of light along the

great circle of S5. For BMN operators in the gauge theory, the R-charge is to be iden-

tified with the angular momentum of the classical solution. Applying this principle

to the question at hand we can translate the spectrum of a bound state of a large

number of globally charged massive adjoint particles into the semiclassical analysis of

a macroscopic string that spins in the space perpendicular to the worldvolume of the

gauge theory. The angular momentum of the classical string is to be identified with

the global charge of the bound state. As shown in [4], such a string configuration can

only be stationary in the region corresponding to the IR of the gauge theory. Thus

2Nevertheless, what we say in this section also applies to the three-dimensional and non-

supersymmetric theories.
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the classical configuration we consider is a string stuck at the “minimal radius”3 and

spinning in the internal space.

It is worth pointing out the role of this region for the states we describe. A hadron,

being a gauge theory state of definite four-dimensional mass, is dual to a supergravity

eigenstate of the ten- and four-dimensional Laplacians. In the world volume directions

these states are plane waves. The wave function in the remaining directions falls off

as ψ(r,Ω) ∼ r−∆, where ∆ is the dimension of the lowest-dimension operator which

can create the hadron. Therefore, a hadron made of a large number of constituents is

localized near the “minimal AdS radius.”

It is remarkable that for this particular configuration we can provide an exact anal-

ysis. The reason is that it can be studied by means of a particular Penrose limit. This

effectively implies, as in the BMN case, that the semiclassical quantization is exact.

The Penrose limit provides a truncation of the supergravity background to one in which

the corresponding string theory can be exactly solved.

3 Resolved conifold with RR two-form flux

In this section we consider a IIA background argued to be dual to an embedding of

N = 1 SYM into string theory. This background is a resolved conifold metric with RR

two-form flux turned on over the blown up S2.

The simplest interpretation of this background is as originating from a G2 holonomy

metric in theD7 family [9,10]. We will use this family because of its good short distance

behavior that translates into the desirable IR properties of the dual gauge theory. In

eleven dimensions the background is just a metric of the form

ds2
11 = dx2

1,3 + ds2
G2
,

ds2
G2

= dr2 + a(r)2[(Σ1 + g(r)σ1)
2 + (Σ2 + g(r)σ2)

2]

+ c(r)2(Σ3 + g3(r)σ3)
2 + b(r)2(σ2

1 + σ2
2) + f(r)2σ2

3 ,

(3.1)

with g(r) = − af
2bc
, g3(r) = 2g(r)2 − 1. As usual Σ, σ are left invariant forms on each

one of the SU(2)′s of the symmetry group of the G2 manifold. See appendix A for the

conventions.

3This name stems from the fact that in AdS in Poincare coordinates the space ends at r = 0 which

corresponds to g00 = 0. In supergravity theories dual to confining backgrounds the spaces ends at a

minimal value of r for which g00 6= 0 [17], this value r0 is called the minimal AdS radius.
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Due to the present number of U(1) isometries, one can reduce this metric to type

IIA. In order for the ten dimensional background to be a good supergravity background,

one must impose that asymptotically (for large values of the radial coordinate), there

is a stabilized one cycle. In other words, we require the metric to be Asymptotically

Locally Conical (ALC).

None of the radial functions is known explicitly, although the asymptotics at the

origin and at infinity are known. The equations 4 are [9]

ȧ = − c

2a
+
a5f 2

8b4c3
, ḃ = − c

2b
− a2(a2 − 3c2)f 2

8b3c3
,

ċ = −1 +
c2

2a2
+

c2

2b2
− 3a2f 2

8b4
, ḟ = − a4f 3

4b4c3
. (3.2)

As r → 0 one has

a(r) =
r

2
− (q2

0 + 2)r3

288R2
0

− (−74 − 29q2
0 + 31q4

0)r
5

69120R4
0

+ · · · ,

b(r) = R0 −
(q2

0 − 2)r2

16R0
− (13 − 21q2

0 + 11q4
0)r

4

1152R3
0

+ · · · ,

c(r) = −r
2
− (5q2

0 − 8)r3

288R2
0

− (232 − 353q2
0 + 157q4

0)r
5

34560R4
0

+ · · · ,

f(r) = q0R0 +
q3
0r

2

16R0
+
q3
0(−14 + 11q2

0)r
4

1152R3
0

+ · · · ,

(3.3)

where q0 and R0 are constants. In [9, 10] it was pointed out through a numerical

analysis that the solution is ALC and regular if q0 ∈ (0, 1). Note that a(r) and c(r)

vanish and the other two functions do not. As r → ∞ we have

a(r) =
r√
6
−

√
3q1R1√

2
+

(27
√

6 − 96h1)R
2
1

96r
+ · · · ,

b(r) =
r√
6
−

√
3q1R1√

2
+
h1R

2
1

r
+ · · · ,

c(r) =
−r
3

+ q1R1 −
9R2

1

8r
+ · · · ,

f(r) = R1 −
27R3

1

8r2
− 81R4

1q1
4r3

+ · · · , (3.4)

4We follow the notation of [9]. However, we refer the reader to [10] for a more comprehensive

analysis of the general properties of the solution. In particular, the large r asymptotic is more

exhaustive.
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with constants R1, q1, h1
5. Note that f(r) stabilizes, explicitly realizing the ALC con-

dition.

Three constants appear to this order, whilst there were only two constants in the

expansion about the origin. This just means that for some values of these constants,

the corresponding solution will diverge before it reaches zero. In any case, we find no

h1 dependence in the results below.

There are two natural U(1) isometries to be considered in reducing to type IIA;

these are linear combinations of the two angles (ψ, ψ̄) that appear in the left invariant

forms (σ,Σ) respectively. The convenient linear combinations are ψ2 = ψ̄ − ψ and

ψ1 = ψ̄ + ψ (the combination ψ2 appears in the metric and background fields in IIA

while the other does not).

In order to obtain a IIA background involving N units of RR two-form flux trough

the non collapsing two-sphere we have to mod the 11-d metric by ψ1 → ψ1 +4π/N . We

refer to [19] for the details of the calculation in an analogous case. The IIA background

metric reads (in string frame)

e−2Φ/3ds2
10 = dx2

1,3 + ℓ2
[

dr2 + a(r)2(dθ̄2 + sin2 θ̄dφ̄2) +

+(b(r)2 + a(r)2g(r)2)(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2) + (3.5)

+
f 2c2

f(r)2 + (1 + g3(r))2c(r)2
(dψ2 − cos θdφ+ cos θ̄dφ̄)2 +

+2g(r)a(r)2[cosψ2(dθdθ̄ + sin θ sin θ̄dφdφ̄) + sinψ2(sin θ̄dθdφ̄− sin θdφdθ̄)]
]

,

and the matter fields are given by

A1 = ℓN

[

f(r)2 − (1 − g3(r)
2)c2

f(r)2 + (1 + g3(r))2c(r)2
(−dψ2 + cos θdφ− cos θ̄dφ̄) +

+ cos θdφ+ cos θ̄dφ̄

]

,

4N2e4Φ/3 = f(r)2 + c(r)2(1 + g3(r))
2, (3.6)

where we have introduced a natural dimensionful parameter ℓ ≈
√
α′.

According to the expansions above, one of the two-cycles, the one given by the

barred coordinates (θ̄, φ̄), shrinks to zero size near r = 0, while the other does not,

since the function b(r)2 + [a(r)g(r)]2 does not vanish near r = 0. Typically, in these

5They should be related to the small r expansion constants by using the fact that the resolved

conifold parameter p = f(a4f2 + 4b4c2 − 4a2b2c2)/(4b2c2) has to be a constant [18].
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backgrounds, there is a fibration between both cycles. Note that we now get N units

of flux for F(2) = dA1 through the non collapsing sphere at infinity. The non-vanishing

cycle is a natural candidate for the U(1) direction needed to perform the Penrose-Güven

limit which we discuss in the next subsection.

Let us now discuss some aspects of the gauge/gravity duality in this case. A simple

way to understand the solution above is to turn to its M-theory interpretation. At

the eleven dimensional level, this background which is purely metric, is dual at low

energies to N = 1 SYM with SU(N) gauge group coupled to additional massive KK

modes. The supergravity solution encodes the information as follows. The amount

of supersymmetry is a consequence of the metric exhibiting G2 holonomy. The rank

of the gauge group is the result of modding out the compactifying U(1) by ZN . The

duality proposed by Vafa in [20], stating that the gauge theory obtained by wrapping

D6 branes on a three cycle of the deformed conifold is dual to the background written in

(3.5)-(3.6), was put in M-theory perspective by [19] as a topology change, thus starting

the study of non compact G2 holonomy manifolds in the context of dualities between

gauge theories and M-theory backgrounds. Quantum aspects of this correspondence

have been further studied in [21]. The connection of N = 1 SYM with the ADE

structure of the singularities of these manifolds was explained in [22]- [24]. One should

keep in mind that these developments deal mainly with topological properties of G2

holonomy manifolds, the explicit form of the metrics being almost of no relevance.

Indeed, various topological aspects, related to the confining strings of N = 1 SYM

appearing as M2-branes wrapping a one-cycle, or domain walls, as M5-branes wrapping

three cycles in the geometry, have been studied in [25, 26]. It is then of interest to

gain insight on gauge theory quantities that do depend explicitly on the form of the

metric. From the gauge theory point of view these quantities are generically more

dynamical. There are few examples of this type of calculations. One can mention the

study of rotating membranes, that are argued to be dual to large spin operators in

N = 1 SYM, reproducing the well known relation between the spin and the energy

of the state (wrapped membrane) E − S = Log[S], [27]. Another nice example of a

dynamical gauge theory quantity that depends explicitly on the form of the metric is

given by the study of the chiral anomaly of the R-symmetry of N = 1 SYM. We refer

the reader to [28] for a neat study of this subtle point. These authors also signaled

that the understanding of the breaking U(1) → Z2N might require the construction of

a new background, that should share some of the features of the ones already known.
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The problem we deal with in this paper belongs to the class of dynamical questions

mentioned above, that is, its result will depend on the form of the G2 manifold we use.

Indeed, the study of (adjoint) hadrons, composed out of a large number of massive

excitations of the field theory (KK modes), its spectrum and interactions is a dynamical

problem of interest, that involves crucially particular aspects of the metric mentioned

above. Then, we see the content of the next subsection as a nice ‘dynamical experiment’

with G2 holonomy manifolds as duals to gauge theories with minimal supersymmetry

in four dimensions.

The study of the gauge/gravity correspondence in this IIA context is not trans-

parent since the resource of deforming the original AdS/CFT correspondence is not

available. There are many features that are not fully understood. Let us comment on

this. In other set ups that are not asymptotically AdS, like for example the KS case [5],

one can advocate the fact that for large radius 6 the background can be roughly seen

as a “logarithmic” deformation of AdS, and so try to implement the standard (UV)

relation r ≈ µ/Λ with the field theory scale. This identification turns out to be correct

a posteriori, and in fact gives a correct prediction for the logarithmic running of the

dual gauge theory beta functions [29, 5], and it is consistent with the expected scaling

of the duals of the gaugino condensates [31, 32].

For the background in [6], a suggestion for the explicit radius/energy relation, at

least in the UV, was given in [33]. This background describes the strong coupling

regime of a stack of IIB fivebranes wrapping a two-cycle inside the resolved conifold.

Then, by identifying the supergravity dual of the gluino condensate, one can compute

the running of the gauge coupling in the geometric dual, reproducing the well known

NSVZ result [33–35].

Several things need to be improved in the context of this M-theory/gauge theory

duality, based on G2 holonomy manifolds. Some of them include the precise identifi-

cation of the radius/energy relation, the geometric dual of the gluino condensate, the

cycle that the D-branes are wrapping 7, the definition of the gauge coupling and its run-

ning, the breaking of the global symmetry U(1)R → Z2N and also the non-decoupling

of the KK modes. Despite some effort these topics are still unclear. Perhaps a more

complete understanding requires a not yet known supergravity solution.

6The logarithmic behavior is a property exclusively related to the UV completion of various gauge

theories [29, 30].
7See [36] for a possible resolution of this issue.
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After summarizing the points that are not clear with this duality, we can proceed

in analogy with the case of flat D6-branes, where large radial distances represent the

UV of the seven dimensional gauge theory living on the brane stack. Along this line,

when we wrap the branes on the three-cycle we get a solution that we interpret in the

same way. The large values of the radial coordinate will be dual to the UV region of

the four dimensional gauge theory (N = 1 SYM plus KK modes), while the IR will be

encoded in small values of the radial coordinate. We emphasize that there are many

indications that this identification is correct. Indeed, for the D7 family of metrics (the

one we deal with in here), the short distance expression of (3.5) implies confinement in

the dual gauge theory and also a breaking of the global symmetry to Z2. The hadrons

that we will work with in this section are purely IR effects as will be shown below.

3.1 A Penrose limit

We thus consider taking a Penrose limit that naturally zooms in on the region of small

values of the radial coordinate r. The way of doing this in confining backgrounds was

explained in [4,7]. Though not strictly necessary, we want to take the Penrose limit in

a way that the scale parameter which is eventually taken to infinity is linked to some

physical quantities of our background. But, on the other hand, in the cases considered

in this paper the dilaton is not constant and we have to ensure that in the limit we do

not end up with an infinite value for it. Thus, let us first rescale the flat 4-d coordinates

by means of xµ → Le−Φ0/3xµ, where Φ0 is the value of the dilaton at the origin. This

way our metric in the extreme IR will formally read

ds2 ≈ 2πα′Tsdx
2
1,3 +

2πα′Ts
m2

0

ds2
6 (3.7)

where, in the particular case at hand,

Ts =
L2

2πα′
, m2

0 =
L2

ℓ2R2
0e

2Φ0/3
. (3.8)

The limit we will take [4] will send Ts to infinity while keeping m0 fixed: this amounts

to taking L2 ≈ R2
0e

2Φ0/3 → ∞ 8. Note that in the IIB context [4], Ts and m0 are related

to the confining strings tension and KK (or glueball) masses. Here we adopt the same

notations though, perhaps, the relation with gauge theory is more subtle.

8Note that we have 2e2Φ0/3 = q0R0/N . If we want that L → ∞ corresponds to N → ∞ as in

all the other cases we examine, we have to take R0 dependent on N . One possibility is to take the

dilaton constant while performing the N → ∞ limit. This would require R0 ≈ N and so L2 ≈ N2.
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From the form of the radial functions in the IR (3.3) it can be deduced that the

natural coordinate with a U(1) symmetry along which we could take a Penrose limit

is φ. We therefore expand around

r → m0R0r

L
, θ → π

2
− m0v

L
, xi →

xi
L
, i = 1, 2, 3. (3.9)

Expanding the metric up to quadratic terms in L−1 we obtain

ds2 = (1 +
3q2

0

32

m2
0r

2

L2
)(−L2dt2 +

L2

m2
0

dφ2) + dxidxi + dr2+

+
r2

4
[dθ̄2 + sin2 θ̄dφ̄2 + (dψ2 + cos θ̄dφ̄)2] + dv2 − [v2 +

(q2
0 − 4)r2

16
]dφ2+

+
q0r

2

4
(cosψ2 sin θ̄dφ̄− sinψ2dθ̄)dφ.

(3.10)

We will then pass to the light-cone coordinates

x+ = t, x− =
L2

2
(t− φ

m0

). (3.11)

Before writing out the final result, let us consider the four directions (r, θ̄, ψ2, φ̄). It

can be seen that they parametrize an R4. We parametrize this R4 by four Cartesian

coordinates (y1, y2, y3, y4). The term that mixes this coordinates and the U(1) direction

φ is, in the notation of appendix A, simply

1

2
r2σ2 = y1dy3 − y3dy1 + y2dy4 − y4dy2. (3.12)

With all substitutions included, the metric takes the form

ds2 = −4dx+dx− −m2
0

[

v2 +
(q2

0 − 4)

16
yaya

]

(dx+)2 + dxidxi + dyadya + dv2

+
m0q0

2
dx+(y1dy3 − y3dy1 + y2dy4 − y4dy2).

(3.13)

In order to diagonalize the metric, let us perform the following x+ dependent coordinate

transformations

u = ei
m0q0x

+

4 (y1 + iy3), z = ei
m0q0x

+

4 (y2 + iy4). (3.14)

The final form of the metric is

ds2 = −4dx+dx− −m2
0

[

v2 +
(q2

0 − 2)

8
(ūu+ z̄z)

]

(dx+)2 + dxidxi + dūdu+ dz̄dz + dv2.

(3.15)

12



The only nontrivial component of the Ricci tensor is

R++ =
m2

0q
2
0

2
. (3.16)

The Penrose limit on the two-form RR field F(2) = dA(1) gives

eΦF2 = q0m0dv ∧ dx+, (3.17)

from which we get that the only nontrivial equation of motion in the limit

R++ =
1

2
e2ΦF+vF+v (3.18)

is satisfied.

We rewrite the relevant conserved quantities of this background anticipating its

field theory interpretation:

H = i∂+ = i(∂t +m0∂φ) = E −m0J,

P+ =
i

2
∂− =

−im0

L2
∂φ =

m0

L2
J.

(3.19)

3.2 The IIA spectrum

Let us now consider the IIA GS action on the plane wave background given by (3.15)

and (3.17). One of the most important advantages of the Penrose-Güven limit we

have performed is that it results in an exactly soluble string theory. Let us read the

bosonic and fermionic worldsheet frequencies. As usual, we take the light-cone gauge

x+ = α′p+τ . The form of the metric (3.15) directly implies that the bosonic sector

of the system is described by three massless fields with frequencies wn = n, and five

massive (no zero–frequency mode) fields. The frequencies for the five massive fields are

ωvn =
√
n2 +m2

ωun = ωzn =

√

n2 +
m2

8
(q2

0 − 2),
(3.20)

where m ≡ m0α
′p+ ≈ J/N2. It is worth mentioning that the three massless fields

are also present in the IIB string spectrum resulting from the Penrose limit of the

IR region of the MN and KS backgrounds [4]. They are massless as a result of the

Poincare invariance of the gauge theory. In section 6 we will discuss the interpretation
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of the string theory Hamiltonian from the gauge theory point of view, particularly its

interpretation as excitations of dual hadronic states, the so-called annulons.

There is a slightly embarrassing fact. If we restrict the range of the parameter

q0 ∈ (0, 1) in order to have an ALC background in (3.1), the u, z zero modes have

imaginary frequencies. Naively this behavior of the frequency would be ruled patho-

logical, especially for the zero modes since they would seemed to represent runaway

worldsheet modes. However, a closer analysis [37, 38] reveals that the potential in-

stabilities are bogus. An analysis of field theory on these backgrounds shows that the

spectrum of energies is generically real even for interacting theories [38]. A perturbative

analysis of supergravity modes in backgrounds with imaginary worldsheet frequencies

also supports the stability of these backgrounds [37]. Overall, the studies carried in

similar cases suggest that the problem might be ultimately an artifact of the light-cone

gauge. Note that similar imaginary frequencies appear even in the Penrose limit of

such well-behaved systems as some Dp-branes [39].

Let us, nevertheless, face up to the fact that some imaginary frequencies do arise

in this limit and try and understand their origin. As explained in [9, 10], q0 is the

parameter that measures the deviation from the SU(2)3 symmetric metric with G2

holonomy. In other words, q0 governs the squashing of one of the S3 as well as the

fibering of the space. So, being so intrinsically related to the angular structure of the

metric, we conclude that most likely the appearance of imaginary frequencies reflects

our failure to identify the proper U(1) for the limit. When taking the Penrose limit

we tacitly assumed that the non-shrinking two-cycle is simply parametrized by θ, φ.

Now, this is not a priori obvious since the cycles are really fibered and the fibering is

determined by q0. In the UV, for example, where the transverse 6-d part of the 10-d

metric describes, at leading order, a standard conifold with T 1,1 as a base, the stable

two- and three-cycles are defined as S2 : θ = θ̄, φ = φ̄, ψ = 0; S3 : θ = φ = 0. Thus, it

is possible that a better identification of the resolved two-cycle leads to explicitly real

frequencies. However, lacking a clear criterion for picking the two-cycle, we will not

pursue this question further in this paper.

Concerning the fermions we have that in the light-cone gauge Γ+θ = 0 their equa-

tions of motion on the plane wave background at hand read 9 (see also appendix B)

9Here we follow the notations and gamma matrix conventions of [40] and related papers.
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(∂τ + ∂σ)θ
1 +

mq0
4
γzθ2 = 0,

(∂τ − ∂σ)θ
2 − mq0

4
γzθ1 = 0.

(3.21)

From these equations we find for both θ1, θ2 an equation of the form

(∂2
τ − ∂2

σ)θ
a +

m2q2
0

16
θa = 0, (3.22)

meaning that all fermions have the same frequencies

ωln =

√

n2 +
m2q2

0

16
, l = 1, ...8. (3.23)

It follows from comparison with the bosonic frequencies that the supersymmetries are

not linearly realized on the worldsheet. This is a universal feature of our string/annulon

models implying a non trivial zero-point energy [41]. There are no fermionic zero modes

since q0 6= 0, then the original N = 1 supersymmetry of the model is not manifest in

the string theory. This is precisely the same situation encountered for the Penrose limit

of the MN background in [4], where the absence of linearly realized supersymmetries

was attributed to the failure of finding a better U(1).

As a consistency check for the above results, it can be easily verified that in this

model
∑

ω2
Fermion =

∑

ω2
Boson order by order in n implying that our string theory is

finite.

3.3 The zero-point energy

The zero-point energy plays an important role in the models we consider. It determines

the quantum shift in the energy of the ground state and the degeneracy of states of

the corresponding string theory. As mentioned in the previous subsection, our model

has a nontrivial zero-point energy which can formally be written as

E0(m) =
m0

2m

∞
∑

n=−∞

[

3n+
√
n2 +m2 + 4

√

n2 +
m2

8
(q2

0 − 2) − 8

√

n2 +
m2q2

0

16

]

. (3.24)

There are, of course, various ways to regularize the above expression. In appendix D

we discuss two such regularizations.

As pointed out in [41], we can evaluate it by regularizing without renormalizing, a

natural procedure for supersymmetric theories.
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For small m, E0(m) only gets contributions from the zero frequencies and so the

imaginary contribution coming from the u, z zero modes appears. We could have a real

value for the non admitted values q2
0 ≥ 2 for which we would get a negative result for

E0.

In the large m limit, the series over n in (3.24) can be approximated by an integral

over a continuous variable x ∈ (−∞,∞) and we get E0(m) ≈ −m0m ∗ I, being I a

complex number (for q2
0 ≥ 2, I would instead be real and positive as in all the other

models we will consider).

The negativity of the zero point energy is a universal feature 10 of string duals of

annulons in supersymmetric or non supersymmetric confining gauge theories. The non-

triviality of E0 here is related to the fact that only 16 supersymmetries are preserved

by the pp-wave background. For some consideration on the possible meaning of this

result in analogous cases see [7,41,42] and also the general comments we will do at the

end of the paper.

4 The Maldacena-Nastase 2 + 1 model and its soft breaking

In this section we study the Penrose limit of a supergravity background that is dual

in the low energy regime to N = 1 SU(N) Chern Simons theory. In an attempt

to give appropriate credit to the authors that have contributed to the construction

and understanding of this gravity dual, we should mention that the solution was first

constructed by Chamseddine and Volkov in [11]. Then, the brane (ten dimensional)

interpretation was given by Schvellinger and Tran [12]. The gauge theory dual was

understood nicely by Maldacena and Nastase [13], and further interesting developments

can be seen in the work of Gomis [43] and of its softly broken version (bMNa in

the following) obtained in [15]. Further studies of the BPS equations and the ten

dimensional Killing spinors can be find in the appendix of [44].

Let us write some comments on the gauge theory dual. The supersymmetric solu-

tion represents D5-branes wrapping a three-cycle inside a (topologically) G2 holonomy

manifold. This is dual, in the low energy regime, to a three dimensional gauge theory

with two supercharges, the minimal amount in three dimensions. The twisting leaves

us, at low energies, with a massless bosonic gauge field and its fermionic superpartner.

10The model examined in this section is of course a bit problematic in this respect, due to the

presence of imaginary frequencies.
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From the above comments if follows that the supergravity background we discuss

here and its dual gauge theory are the lower (3-d) analogue of the MN background.

Recall that the MN background can be viewed as a collection of D5-branes wrapping a

two-cycle. This is one of our main motivations for the study of the bMNa background.

The supergravity background reads

ds2
str = eΦ

[

dxµdx
µ + α′N [dρ2 +R2(ρ)dΩ2

3 +
1

4

∑

a

(Σa −Aa)2]

]

, (4.1)

G3 = ieΦα′N

[

−1

4
(Σ1 −A1) ∧ (Σ2 −A2) ∧ (Σ3 − A3) +

1

4

∑

a

F a ∧ (Σa −Aa)

]

+

+ieΦα′Nf(ρ)σ1 ∧ σ2 ∧ σ3 (4.2)

with a ρ-dependent dilaton (whose value at the origin is a continuum parameter Φ0),

an auxiliary gauge field Aa, its field strength F a and a three-form field strength (whose

explicit expression depends on f(ρ)) given by 11

Aa =
1

2
(1 − w(ρ)) σa, f(ρ) = − 1

16
(w3(ρ) − 3w(ρ) + 4k), k =

1

2
, (4.3)

where the last condition follows by imposing regularity at the origin. The transverse

three-sphere is parametrized by Euler angles which we call θ2, φ2, ψ2.

One can see by computing the Born Infeld action of a D5 in this background that

the Wess Zumino part of the action contributes with a factor of the form

1

16π2

∫

d6xCRR
2 F2 ∧ F2 = (− 1

16π2

∫

dΩ3F
RR
3 )

∫

d3x(A ∧ dA+
2

3
A3), (4.4)

that is, the low energy field theory will contain a supersymmetric N = 1 Chern-Simons

term (apart, of course, from the SYM action that is suppressed at very low energies).

This is a confining gauge theory (as the ρ→ 0 limit of the metric reflects), that has a

single vacuum. There is a very interesting connection with supersymmetry breaking,

that was clearly understood in [13,43]. The main idea is that this field theory, including

massless and massive (KK) fields, has an action with a Chern-Simons term with level

κ = N = 1
16π2

∫

dΩ3F
RR
3 . However, when going to even lower energies and integrating

out the massive fields, the level of the Chern-Simons term changes to κ− N
2
. One can

11Here we implement the symmetry of the IIB equations of motion under the simultaneous changes

w → −ω, k → −k on the solution in [15]. We prefer using this “switched” version because it has a

gauge field A going to zero in the IR, and this will be useful when performing the Penrose limit (see

also [4]). The same goal can be reached in the original solution by a gauge transformation on A.
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compute the Witten index and it is zero if κ < N
2
, suggesting that supersymmetry might

be broken in the infinite volume limit. This is nicely confirmed in the supergravity dual,

where, as written above κ = N , thus leaving at low energies an SU(N) N = 1 Chern-

Simons theory at level N/2. If we wrap (in the probe approximation, which means

neglecting backreaction) a small number n of D5-branes on S3, then supersymmetry

is broken if n < 0, that is if we add anti-branes; this reproduces the breaking pattern

argued above.

In the following, we will specify the functions w(ρ), R(ρ),Φ(ρ) near ρ = 0, that is,

in the dual region to the IR of the gauge theory. We will introduce a parameter b that

takes values in the interval [0,1). It turns out that if b = 1
3
, we have the supersymmetric

solution discussed in [11,12]. We will consider the case in which we explicitly break the

supersymmetry of the solution, by leaving this parameter b arbitrary in the interval

and we will call this the softly broken MNa solution.

The relevant asymptotics are [15]

w(ρ) = 1 − bρ2 + ...,

R(ρ) = ρ− (2 + 9b2)

36
ρ3 + ..., (4.5)

Φ(ρ) = Φ0 +
(2 + 3b2)

8
ρ2 + ...

Let us note that the one-form field Aa goes to zero in the IR. In the gauge transformed

solution with switched signs of w, k it goes to a pure gauge. In any case, the associated

field strength goes to zero in the IR. The range of allowed values for b is imposed

by requiring regularity of the supergravity solution and its linking with suitable UV

asymptotics. Recall that the value b = 1/3 corresponds to the supersymmetric MNa

solution. The other values should correspond to switching on a gaugino mass term in

the dual field theory. Due to the analogies with the MN case [33], it is in fact plausible

that w(ρ) plays the role of the dual of the gluino bilinear.

Let us now shift the flat coordinates as eΦ0/2L−1xµ → xµ where L is an arbitrary

constant. This way the tension for the confining strings of the dual gauge theory reads

Ts = L2/(2πα′), while the glueball and KK masses 12 are given by M2
KK ≈ M2

gl ≈
L2/(eΦ0Nα′). Following [4], we will take a Penrose limit of the IR of the supergravity

12The decoupling of the 3-d YM theory from the KK modes is realized in the limit eΦ0N << 1.

This is beyond the validity of the supergravity approximation which instead requires eΦ0N >> 1 in

order to have small curvatures.
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background above, by enforcing the conditions

m2
0 =

L2

eΦ0Nα′
fixed, L2 ≈ eΦ0N → ∞, (4.6)

which send the string tension to infinity while keeping MKK ,Mgl fixed.

Now we perform the Penrose limit on the ten dimensional background (4.1) along

a null geodesic in the great circle on the transverse S3 defined by θ2 = 0 and φ2 = ψ2

and make the following change of variables

xi → Lxi, ρ =
m0

L
r, θ2 =

2m0

L
v, φ+ =

1

2
(ψ2 + φ2). (4.7)

This way we get a limit for the IR of the metric in (4.1), of the form

ds2 = − (L2 +
(2 + 3b2)m2

0r
2

8
)dt2 + dr2 +

r2

4
(dθ2

1 + dφ2
1 + dψ2

1 + 2 cos θ1dφ1dψ1)

+(dxi)
2 + (dv2 + v2 dφ2

2) + (
L2

m2
0

+
(2 + 3b2)r2

8
) dφ2

+ (4.8)

−2v2 dφ2 dφ+ − b

2
r2(dψ1 + cos θ1dφ1)dφ+,

where the new variables r, v have dimension of length. To reduce the metric in a more

diagonal form, let us redefine

ψ̂1 = ψ1 − b φ+, φ̂2 = φ2 − φ+. (4.9)

This way we find

ds2 = (L2 +
(2 + 3b2)m2

0r
2

8
)[−dt2 +

1

m2
0

dφ2
+] + dxidx

i + dr2 + (4.10)

r2

4
(dθ2

1 + dφ2
1 + dψ̂2

1 + 2 cos θ1dφ1dψ̂1) + (dv2 + v2 dφ̂2
2) − (v2 +

b2r2

4
) dφ2

+.

Finally we define

x+ = t, x− =
L2

2
(t− 1

m0
φ+), (4.11)

and pass to the Cartesian coordinates du2
1 +du2

2 +du2
3 +du2

4 = dr2 +(r2/4)(dθ2
1 +dφ2

1 +

dψ̂2
1 + 2 cos θ1dφ1dψ̂1), dv

2
1 + dv2

2 = dv2 + v2 dφ̂2
2 . So, we obtain

ds2 = −2dx+dx−−m2
0 [
b2

4

4
∑

j=1

u2
j+v

2
1 +v2

2](dx
+)2+dxidxi+

4
∑

j=1

du2
j+dv

2
1 +dv2

2 . (4.12)

This is very close to the metric obtained in the analogous four dimensional case [4, 7]

from the Penrose limit of the (b)MN solution and shares the universal features pointed
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out in the previous section. The main difference is in the fact that now the string

action on the background (4.12) will have two massless scalars (xi) (instead of three as

in the 4-d case) and other six massive ones. The only difference between the BPS and

the broken case is on the value for the masses of the scalars uj, which are b-dependent.

Note that the changing is restricted, just as in the 4-d analogue, to the “non-universal”

sector of the theory, i.e. the one which is not determined by the symmetries of the

original background (the “universal sector”, which is parametrized by xi, v1, v2, is in

fact b-independent). This is expected, since the soft-supersymmetry breaking term

doesn’t change the overall topology of the metric in the far IR. As a consequence, the

main features of the field theory annulons will be the same as in the supersymmetric

theory.

In the (b)MN case one gets, as shown in [4], one “extra” massless mode (apart from

those coming from the three flat space directions). Here, instead, we have only two

massless modes (coming from the flat directions of space), but the “extra” massless

mode is absent. This difference seems to appear due to the fact that here we are

twisting the field theory on S3 (to render it topological) with an SU(2) gauge field,

and we need, by force, to use all the degrees of freedom A1, A2, A3, to perform this twist.

In the MN case, one could make the twist with an Abelian field, but, to desingularize

the solution, one needs to turn on the other components of the SU(2) gauge field. So,

it seems that this “over using” of the gauge field is related to the effect of the extra

massless mode.

In the Penrose limit on the three-form, only the Σ1 ∧ Σ2 ∧ Σ3, F3 ∧ Σ3 terms

survive. In particular the components of G3 along the three-sphere on which the D5-

branes are wrapped, which give the Chern-Simons term in the field theory, vanish; this

is consistent with the fact that the gauge degrees of freedom, being uncharged under

the internal symmetry we are focusing on, are not seen in the Penrose limit. All in all

we find 13

G3 = −2im0dx
+ ∧ [ dv1 ∧ dv2 +

b

2
(du1 ∧ du2 − du3 ∧ du4) ]. (4.13)

It is easy to check that the background obtained here satisfies the supergravity equa-

tions of motion, as (g++ = 0) R++ = 1
4
(G+ijG

∗ij
+) = m2

0(b
2 + 2).

13This result is easy to obtain using the expression for the flat 4-d Cartesian coordinates in terms

of the radial coordinate and the Euler angles, see appendix A.
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The string Hamiltonian and the momentum P+ on the above background are

H = −p+ = i∂+ = E −m0(bJψ1
+ J2 + Jψ2

) ≡ E −m0 J,

P+ = −1

2
p− =

i

2
∂− =

m0

L2
(bJψ1

+ J2 + Jψ2
) =

m0

L2
J, (4.14)

where we denote −i∂ψ1
, −i∂φ2

and −i∂ψ2
with Jψ1

, J2 and Jψ2
respectively.

4.1 String theory on the bMNa pp-wave

Studying the string action on the pp-wave background (4.12), (4.13), and choosing the

light-cone gauge as usual (x+ = α′p+τ), produces the following results.

Let us define m = m0α
′p+. The bosonic sector of the system is described by two

massless fields (xi) with frequencies win = n, and six massive fields (u1, u2, u3, u4, v1, v2)

with frequencies

ωun =

√

n2 +
b2

4
m2, ωvn =

√
n2 +m2. (4.15)

It is worth noting that the degeneracy of the latter frequencies is 4 and 2. Concerning

the fermionic sector, we find eight massive fields whose frequencies are 14 (see also

appendix B)

ωIn =

√

n2 +
m2

4
, I = 1, 2, 3, 4;

ωJn =

√

n2 +
m2

4
(b+ 1)2, J = 5, 6; (4.16)

ωKn =

√

n2 +
m2

4
(b− 1)2, K = 7, 8.

The sum of the squares of the fermionic frequencies above exactly matches the sum

of the squares of the frequencies of the bosonic fields order by order in n. Thus

the corresponding string theory is finite both in the susy and the broken case. As

a difference with the analogous 4-d model [4, 7] let us outline that four fermionic

frequencies are b-independent, and so they are not affected by the supersymmetry

breaking.

The string zero point energy E0(m), evaluated as in the previous section, only gets

contributions from the zero frequencies when m << 1, so, for b ∈ [0, 1), we have

E0(m) → m0(b− 1) < 0. (4.17)
14To obtain the result we use a Chevalier decomposition on simultaneous eigenstates of the operators

iΓu1u2
, iΓu3u4

, iΓv1v2
.
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We could have a zero value only for b = 1, but this is actually excluded. Anyway, just

as for the (b)MN and (b)KS cases [7] also for the supersymmetric solution b = 1/3,

the zero-point energy is negative for m → 0. It also stays negative for every value of

m. In the large m limit in fact we get (see appendix D for more details)

E0(m) → −m0 m

4
[2b2 log b+4 log 2−(b−1)2 log |b−1|−(b+1)2 log |b+1|] < 0. (4.18)

This depends linearly on m and thus E0 takes larger and larger negative values as m

increases.

Let us conclude this section by noticing that m2 ≈ J2/N2 as for all the other 3-d

or 4-d annulon/string models, except the Type IIA G2 model of section 3.

5 D2 and fractional D2-branes

In this section we analyze the supergravity solution found in [14] (CGLP) starting from

the presentation done in [16]. The solution in question is a generalization of the Type

IIA supergravity solution corresponding to a stack of D2-branes. Besides the fields

corresponding to a stack of D2-branes the solution includes other fields corresponding

to fractional D2-branes. In this sense this is the 2+1 analog of the Klebanov-Strassler

solution [5], where a configuration containing a stack of D3-branes and a collection of

fractional D3-branes was considered. The CGLP solutions are built out of a warped

compactification of 2 + 1 dimensional Minkowski space and an asymptotically conical

G2 holonomy manifold Y. Hence the metric in the string frame is

ds2
10 = H(r)−1/2dxµdxνηµν +H(r)1/2ds2

Y
. (5.1)

The variable r is the radius of the asymptotically conical region of Y. The two cases

considered in [14] correspond to Y being an R3 bundle over a four dimensional Einstein

manifold M4 (S4 or CP2).

ds2
Y

= ℓ2
[

h(r)2dr2 + a(r)2(Dµi)2 + b(r)2ds2
M4

]

, (5.2)

where ℓ has dimensions of length and the µi are coordinates on R3 subject to µiµi = 1.

The fibration is written in terms of the SU(2) Yang-Mills one-instanton potential Ai

where

Dµi = dµi + ǫijkA
jµk . (5.3)

The self dual field strength is denoted by J i = dAi + 1
2
ǫijkA

j ∧ Ak.
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The metric (5.2) is Ricci-flat and has G2 holonomy when the functions h, a, and b

are given by

h2 =

(

1 − 1

r4

)−1

, a2 =
1

4
r2

(

1 − 1

r4

)

, b2 =
1

2
r2 . (5.4)

The variable r runs from one to infinity. To highlight the similarity with the KS

solution note that the parameter ℓ is very similar to the deformation parameter ε of

the deformed conifold [5]. The reader can note that, as in the deformed conifold case,

near r = 1 the highest homology cycle (the four-cycle in this case) has finite volume

determined by the parameter ℓ while the lowest homology cycle (two-cycle) shrinks to

zero size.

As mentioned before, there are various form fields supporting this metric. The four-

form RR flux F4 has two pieces, one corresponding to the electric flux of the ordinary

D2-branes aligned in the Minkowski space-time directions, the other corresponding to

magnetic flux from the “fractional” D2-branes. These fractional D2-branes are D4-

branes wrapped on two-cycles inside Y. As a result, they source a flux through a

transverse four-cycle inside Y:

F4 = d3x ∧ dH−1 +mG4 . (5.5)

The dilaton is nontrivial, eφ = H1/4. A nonzero m forces one to turn on the NSNS

three form flux

H3 = mG3 , (5.6)

where G3 is a harmonic three-form inside Y. The trace of Einstein’s equations enforces

the condition on the warp factor

∇2H = −1

6
m2|G3|2, (5.7)

where ∇2 is the Laplacian with respect to ds2
Y

and the magnitude | · · · |2 is also taken

with respect to ds2
Y

. Note that when M4 = S4, m = 8πα′3/2N , see [16].

The harmonic three-form G3 is

ℓG3 = f1(r) dr ∧X2 + f2(r) dr ∧ J2 + f3(r)X3, (5.8)

where

X2 ≡
1

2
ǫijkµ

iDµj ∧Dµk , J2 ≡ µiJ i , X3 ≡ Dµi ∧ J i . (5.9)
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The forms obey dX2 = X3, dJ2 = X3. The dual four form G4 is

G4 = f3h ǫijkµ
idr ∧Dµj ∧ Jk +

f2a
2

h
X2 ∧ J2 +

f1b
4

2ha2
J2 ∧ J2 . (5.10)

where the functions fi are

f1 = ha2u1 , f2 = hb2u2 , f3 = ab2u3 , (5.11)

and the expressions for ui follows

u1 =
1

r4
+

P (r)

r5(r4 − 1)1/2
,

u2 = − 1

2(r4 − 1)
+

P (r)

r(r4 − 1)3/2
, (5.12)

u3 =
1

4r4(r4 − 1)
− (3r4 − 1)P (r)

4r5(r4 − 1)3/2
,

where

P (r) =

∫ r

1

dρ
√

ρ4 − 1
. (5.13)

In the r → 1 limit, the ui behave as

u1 → 3

2
− 7(r − 1) + O((r − 1)2),

u2 → −1

4
+

7

10
(r − 1) + O((r − 1)2),

u3 → −1

4
+

7

5
(r − 1) + O((r − 1)2). (5.14)

It would be convenient to introduce a new radial variable τ which is very appropriate

for the region r ≈ 1, according to

dτ ∼ dr/2
√
r − 1. (5.15)

Next, we calculate the warp factor which is given by

H(r) =
m2

2l6

∫ ∞

r

ρ (2u2(ρ)u3(ρ) − 3u3(ρ)) dρ . (5.16)

The integration constant has been chosen such that H(r) ∼ Q
r5

in the limit r → ∞. In

the other limit, r = 1,

H(r) ≈ m2

l6
(a0 −

7

16
(r − 1)) ≡ h0 − h1τ

2 (5.17)
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where a0 ≈ 0.10693.

The fact that H(r) becomes a constant at small r − 1 was the original reason

motivating the belief that the gauge theory dual is confining. Note the absence of a

linear term in τ which would have prevented us from taking the Penrose limit near the

tip of the G2 space.

Let us make some brief comments that help establish the structure of the gauge

theory dual. The following comments are based on the two previous investigations

related to this background, [16] that deals with IR aspects of the gauge theory and

[45] dealing with UV aspects. Let us remind some background work. It has been

suggested, from field theory considerations [46,47], that in N = 1 SYM the tension of

the string ending on q external quarks is proportional to sin(πq/N). This dependence

was rederived using AdS/CFT methods in [48]. [16] used as main tool the confining

strings of the gauge theory and showed, by probing the geometry with few D4-branes

(wrapping S3 inside M4 = S4), that the tension of this probe (that is the tension of the

confining string in the gauge dual) displays all the properties of a confining string in

SU(N) gauge theory. Indeed, it vanishes when the number of quarks is q = 0 or q = N ,

is symmetric under the change q → N − q, and has the desired convexity behavior. So,

it was argued that the gauge theory is confining, with N = 1 supersymmetry and with

a Chern-Simons term due to the four-form field F4 in M4. The level of the CS term is

classically κ = N/2 and, by integrating out massive fields, the coefficient is changed to

κ = 0. We will be dealing with adjoint hadrons in this theory. The situation is much

less clear when the manifold is M4 = CP2.

On the UV side, that is, when viewed as an M-theory solution, Loewy and Oz [45]

have computed the energy momentum tensor two-point function by the usual AdS/CFT

methods and argued that, in that regime the field theory looks like N = 1 SU(N) gauge

theory coupled to a real scalar with a quartic superpotential. Since this will not be the

regime our hadrons will explore, we refer the reader to the nice paper [45] for further

details.

5.1 The Penrose-Güven limit

In this section we perform the Penrose-Güven limit of the CGLP solution. We will

specialize to the case M4 = S4. One of the ingredients that is necessary to take the

limit of the solution is an explicit form of the metric on S4 and the corresponding one-

instanton gauge field (see appendix C). Here we find it convenient to use the following
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parametrization for the sphere

ds2
S4 = dψ2 +

1

4
sin2 ψ

[

σ2
1 + σ2

2 + σ2
3

]

. (5.18)

In these coordinates the one-instanton field can be written in terms of the spin con-

nection (Ai = −ω0i − 1
2
ǫijkωjk) [49] and is given explicitly as

Ai = −1

2
(1 − cosψ) σi, i = 1, 2, 3. (5.19)

A standard parametrization for the µi’s is

µ1 = sinα sin β, µ2 = sinα cosβ, µ3 = cosα. (5.20)

With this notation the G2 metric takes the explicit form

1

ℓ
ds2

Y
= h2dr2 + b2(r)

[

dψ2 +
1

4
sin2 ψ(σ2

1 + σ2
2 + σ2

3)

]

+

+ a2(r)(dα− cos β A1 + sin β A2)2 +

+ a2(r) sin2 α (dβ + sin β cotα A1 + cosβ cotα A2 − A3)2. (5.21)

Parametrizing the Euler angles by (θ, φ1, φ2) we obtain

σ2
1 + σ2

2 + σ2
3 = dθ2 + dφ2

1 + dφ2
2 + 2 cos θdφ1dφ2. (5.22)

We find it convenient to further introduce

φ± =
1

2
(φ1 ± φ2). (5.23)

We would like to explore a sector of the IR of the dual gauge theory by performing

a Penrose limit on the dual supergravity background. We do not have an explicit

radius/energy relation, but we are confident that going to r → 1 means going to IR in

the dual 3-d model (see the analogous discussions for the 4-d case previously examined).

The null geodesic we want to zoom in is determined by the following conditions on the

coordinates: ψ = π
2
, θ = 0. In the radial position we will focus on r = 1 which in the

τ coordinate (5.15) corresponds to τ = 0. Following Penrose’s prescription we expand

up to quadratic terms near this null geodesic by introducing a suitable parameter L.

As usual we first shift the 2 + 1 coordinates as xµ → h
1/4
0 Lxµ and send L → ∞ while

keeping

m2
0 ≡

2L2

ℓ2h
1/2
0

fixed. (5.24)
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Note that h0 = a0m
2/ℓ6 ≈ N2 and so in the limit L2 ≈ N . We then re-shift xi → xi/L

and take

ψ =
π

2
− m0

L
v3, θ =

2m0

L
y, τ =

m0√
2L
ρ. (5.25)

Expanding the whole metric near this null geodesic gives

ds2 = L2[−dt2 +
dφ2

+

m2
0

] −m2
0ρ

2 h1

4h0
dt2 + dxidxi + dwjdwj + 2(w2dw1 − w1dw2)dφ+

+dv2
3 + dy2 + y2dφ2

− − [v2
3 − (2 − h1

4h0
)(w2

1 + w2
2) − (1 − h1

4h0
)w2

3 + y2]dφ2
+,

where i = 1, 2; j = 1, 2, 3; wj = ρµj . Now, in order to diagonalize the previous

expression, let us introduce the complex variables

u = e−iφ+(w1 + iw2), v = yeiφ−, (5.26)

and the light-cone coordinates

t = x+, x− =
L2

2
(t− φ+

m0
). (5.27)

This way we get the final expression (we rename w3 → z)

ds2 = −4dx+dx− −m2
0[v

2
3 + vv̄ + (

h1

2h0

− 1)(uū+ z2)]dx+dx+ +

dxidxi + dudū+ dzdz + dvdv̄ + dv2
3. (5.28)

Thus, after taking the light-cone gauge, this metric will describe two massless world-

sheet bosons arising from the spatial worldvolume directions; three bosonic fields with

unit mass arising from three of the four coordinates of the original S4; and three

equal mass bosonic fields arising from the original radial direction and the shrinking

two-cycle. However, this conclusion is premature since the background includes a non-

trivial B-field that will slightly modify it and prevents us from extending the above

counting beyond the n = 0 sector.

Let us now turn to the rest of the background. The dilaton goes to a constant

eΦ0 = h
1/4
0 .

In the expression for the harmonic three-form (5.8), the first term vanishes in the

limit. Since X(3) = dJ(2), the last two term combine in the limit to give

H3 = −m
8ℓ

m0√
2L

[dwj ∧ J j ], (5.29)
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and so, after some algebra and using (5.17), (5.24), we find

H3 = −m0

2

√

h1

14h0

dx+ ∧ [2dv3 ∧ dz + i(du ∧ dv̄ − dū ∧ dv)]. (5.30)

The four-form field strength has two terms (5.5). The first one describes the regular

D2-branes and vanishes in the limit. This is similar to the vanishing of the regular

D3-branes in the limit of the Klebanov-Strassler solution. The second structure in the

four-form is proportional to G4 (5.10). In the limit all its terms contribute. What we

find is that F4 goes as (see also eqns. (26, 27) in [16]; also note that dJk terms are

subleading)

F4 =
3

16
mJ2 ∧ J2 +m

m2
0

32L2
ǫjkld[wj ∧ dwk ∧ J l], (5.31)

and so we finally get

F4 = −m0h
− 1

4

0

2

√

h1

14h0

dx+∧[idv3∧(−6dv∧dv̄+du∧dū)+dz∧(du∧dv̄+dū∧dv)], (5.32)

the dv ∧ dv̄ term originating from the J2 ∧ J2 piece. It is now easy to check that the

only non-trivial equation for the whole pp-wave background at hand

R++ =
1

12
e2Φ0F+abcF̄+abc +

1

4
H+abH̄+ab (5.33)

is satisfied.

The conserved quantities H and P+ read as usual

H = i∂+ = i∂t + im0∂φ+ = i∂t + im0(∂φ1 + ∂φ2) = E −m0J,

P+ =
i

2
∂− = −im0

L2
∂φ+ = −im0

L2
(∂φ1 + ∂φ2) =

m0

L2
J. (5.34)

5.2 The spectrum

Let us now study the IIA GS string on the above background. There are two massless

bosonic fields corresponding to the two spatial directions xi, i = 1, 2. Due to the

presence of the NSNS field, the bosonic equations of motion for the six massive fields

are not diagonal. Nevertheless they can be easily solved finding that the corresponding

3+3 frequencies read (here m = m0α
′p+, do not confuse it with the m introduced with

the fluxes in (5.6))

ωpn
2 = n2 +

m2h1

4h0
+

√

m4

(

1 − h1

4h0

)2

+m2n2
h1

14h0
, p = 3, 4, 5;

ωqn
2 = n2 +

m2h1

4h0
−

√

m4

(

1 − h1

4h0

)2

+m2n2
h1

14h0
, q = 6, 7, 8. (5.35)
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Thus the six massive fields are effectively assembled in two groups. The sum of the

squares of the bosonic frequencies reads
∑

B ω
2
n = 8n2 + (3/2)m2(h1/h0).

The fermionic case is as usual less trivial. The equations of motion read (see also

appendix B)

(∂τ + ∂σ)θ
1 =

α′p+

(4)2!
H+ijΓ

ijθ1 − α′p+

(4)3!
eΦF+ijkΓ

ijkθ2 ≡ Bθ1 + Aθ2,

(∂τ − ∂σ)θ
2 = −α

′p+

(4)2!
H+ijΓ

ijθ2 − α′p+

(4)3!
eΦF+ijkΓ

ijkθ1 ≡ −Bθ2 + Aθ1. (5.36)

Now, let us expand the fields as θa =
∑

n θ
a
n(τ)e

inσ, a = 1, 2 , substitute in the

equations of motion and take the derivative respect to τ . Then introduce a complex

field ǫn(τ) = θ1
n(τ) + iθ2

n(τ). Let us also note that the A,B terms commute. All in all

we arrive to an equation of the form

∂2
τ ǫn = [A2 + (B − in)2]ǫn. (5.37)

Let us now find solutions for the fermionic equations using the following Chevalier

decomposition:

iΓu1 v2ξ± . . = ± ξ± . ., iΓxw3ξ.± . = ± ξ.± ., iΓv1 u2ξ. .± = ± ξ. .±. (5.38)

This way we obtain the following frequencies

ωpn
2 = n2 +

13m2

16

h1

7h0

+
m

4

√

2h1

7h0

n, p = 1, 2, 3;

ωqn
2 = n2 +

13m2

16

h1

7h0
− m

4

√

2h1

7h0
n, q = 4, 5, 6;

ω7
n
2

= n2 +
45m2

16

h1

7h0
+

3m

4

√

2h1

7h0
n;

ω8
n
2

= n2 +
45m2

16

h1

7h0

− 3m

4

√

2h1

7h0

n. (5.39)

It follows that the sum of the squares of the fermionic frequencies is
∑

F ω
2
n = 8n2 +

(3/2)m2(h1/h0) which exactly matches with the analogous bosonic sum, ensuring finite-

ness to our model.

The zero-point energy is non trivial also in this case, sharing the general features

of the model examined in section 4. Finally, note that m2 ≈ J2/N2.
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6 Comments on gauge theory interpretation

In this section we translate the string theory results in terms of the dual gauge theory.

Let us first address the ground state H|Ω〉 = 0, where H is the string theory Hamilto-

nian in terms of gauge theory quantities. According to (3.19) for the resolved conifold

with RR two-form, (4.14) for the softly broken MNa and (5.34) for the background de-

scribing a collection of regular and fractional D2-branes, the ground state has energy

E − E0 = m0J . Moreover, since in the light-cone quantization P+ is a finite nonzero

constant, we see that in the limit (L → ∞) the global charge J has to be very large.

Thus, the gauge theory ground state has a very large mass E proportional to its global

charge J . We call this state, as in [4], annulon.

The string Hamiltonian, properly interpreted, describes excitations of the annulons.

The bosonic string Hamiltonian in all the cases examined in the paper can be written

explicitly following standard manipulations. Here we provide the needed notation to

understand its form. We define number operators

NR =

∞
∑

n=1

n
(

ai†n a
i
n

)

, NL =

∞
∑

n=1

n
(

ãi†n ã
i
n

)

,

NR =

∞
∑

n=1

n
(

as†n a
s
n

)

, NL =

∞
∑

n=1

n
(

ãs†n ã
s
n

)

, (6.1)

and sub–Hamiltonians

H0 = ωs0
(

as†0 a
s
0

)

,

HR =

∞
∑

n=1

ωsn
(

as†n a
s
n

)

, HL =

∞
∑

n=1

ωsn
(

ãs†n ã
s
n

)

. (6.2)

The subindex i = 1, 2, 3 (or i = 1, 2) refers to the three (two) flat directions in the

plane wave (spatial directions in the gauge theory), while the index s = 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,

(s = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8) runs over the internal directions. There is implied summation over

the indices i and s. The full bosonic light-cone Hamiltonian is

H = −P− = H‖ +H⊥ (6.3)

=

[

P 2
i

2P+
+

1

2α′P+
(NR + NL)

]

+

[

1

2α′P+
(H0 +HR +HL)

]

.

The string theory Hamiltonian is thus constructed of a contribution from the momen-

tum and massless stringy excitations in the directions (index i), H‖, and a contribution

from the massive “zero” modes and excitations of the directions (index s), H⊥.
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Let us now interpret the string theory Hamiltonian (6.3) in terms of field theory

quantities. The first term in H‖ describes the nonrelativistic motion of the annulon.

This can be seen by using the dictionary between string theory and gauge theory:

P+ = m0J/(2πα
′Ts) and P 2

i (2πα′Ts) = P2
i . The first entry can be read explicitly from

the definition of the scaling (3.8) and the particular form of P+ in the backgrounds

we considered: (3.19) for the resolved conifold with RR two-form, (4.14) for the softly

broken MNa and (5.34) for the background describing a collection of regular and frac-

tional D2-branes. The relation between the momenta is simply a result of the relative

warping between ten- and four-dimensional quantities. Thus, on the gauge theory side

the first term in H‖ can be written as P2
i /(2m0J) which therefore represents the non-

relativistic free motion of the annulons in the directions i. The second term in H‖

describes typical stringy excitations.

It is very satisfying to see that the annulons of IIA share precisely the same sector

H‖ with the annulons of IIB. We thus verify that this is a truly generic feature of

these theories dictated by the symmetries of the backgrounds. Moreover, part of the

universal sector of the annulons of IIB and IIA is in the oscillations in the v directions,

as we will see momentarily.

6.1 The “Universal Sector”

We call universal the sector of the Hamiltonian (6.3) that is completely determined by

the symmetries of the background. As we have mentioned, H‖ is completely determined

by the symmetries of the problem. We see that the directions i come directly from the

spatial directions of the worldvolume of the stack of branes where the gauge theory

lives. Some of the terms inH⊥ are also determined by symmetries and we will described

them in this section.

The are various reasons why making a precise identification of the string the-

ory spectra with the field theory data is difficult. One reason is the lack of the

state/operator correspondence in nonconformal theories. Another, perhaps more im-

portant reason is that since we are dealing with string states which are not protected

by supersymmetry the “anomalous energies” 15 can be very large. Even in cases where

the gauge theory is relatively well known as in the (b)KS and (b)MN studied in [4,7],

the matching is very challenging.

15Recall that we work on the Poincare patch and therefore the eigenvalues of the operator dual to

time is not the dimension of an operator but the energy of a given state.
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Let us recall, once again, the structure of the field theory we want to describe. We

are concerned with the study of supergravity backgrounds dual to confining theories

in three or four dimensions, which contain pure (S)YM, in some cases with Chern-

Simons terms, coupled to many other fields. A crucial property of the supergravity

backgrounds is that they are non-singular near the origin of the space transverse to

the flat coordinates. This fact allows us to study objects localized in the IR of the

field theory, with a large internal global charge J , the annulons. Since the gauge fields

are not charged under the global U(1) symmetry, the annulons must be created by the

other fields present in these theories. Among these, the lightest scalars turn out to be

the essential ingredient. These lightest scalars determine part of the “universal sector”

of the sting theory, i.e. the sector constrained by the symmetries of the supergravity

background.

These scalars have a simple origin. The models we have at hand are all believed to

come from some configurations of Dp-branes. Let “p” stand for the dimensionality of

the brane before any wrapping. For example p=5 for the (b)KS, (b)MN and (b)MNa,

p=6 for the 4-d IIA case and p=4 for the CGLP one. Then, before wrapping, the

world-volume theories contain 9–p scalar fields, which are the ones we are interested

in. Upon wrapping the branes on cycles, of vanishing size for the fractional case, and

eventual twisting of the world-volume theory, all these scalars get masses (generically,

they get the same mass). Note that in the process they can combine among themselves,

as in the KS model, but the number of scalar degrees of freedom is unaltered. So, in all

our theories we expect that the lightest charged objects, which can account for (part

of) the string theory universal sector, are simply the 9–p scalars describing the motion

of the original branes in ten dimensional flat spacetime. Note that they are all in the

adjoint representation of the gauge group.

The identification goes on as follows. The backgrounds we consider are non-singular

because they have a non vanishing cycle at the origin. They are the non-singular

geometries created in the large N limit by N Dp-branes wrapped on cycles. Due

to the wrapping, in the large N limit, the flat transverse space develops some finite

volume cycle which supports the flux. The corresponding flux is the magnetic (8–p)-

flux generated by the Dp-branes. For example, in the (b)KS or (b)MN models we have

a three-form flux supporting the non-vanishing three-cycle of the deformed conifold, in

the 4-d IIA theory a two-form flux through the two-cycle of the resolved conifold, and

so on. So, in general we have an (8–p)-cycle. Since the U(1) direction required to take
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the Penrose limit is taken from this cycle we conclude that this (8–p)-cycle determines

the rest of the universal sector.

As we have just explained, this cycle is the compactification of the original flat

space transverse to the branes, and so it is “made of” our scalar fields, which thus

naturally transform under the internal global U(1) charge associated to the equator

of the cycle. To be precise, the cycle accounts for 7–p combinations of the scalars as

coordinates on it, plus another one giving its radius. The scalars corresponding to cycle

modes have naturally unit mass in the appropriate units. It is natural to associate the

U(1) directions used to take the limit with one of the scalar fields that has unit charge.

Thus, the annulon can be viewed as the hadron created by many (large U(1) charge

equal J) such scalars. Since the annulon is a charged massive object, there is also a

state of charge −J , which cannot be seen on the string side, this one being focused on

the +J states. But its presence reflects itself in the duality in the fact that a second

scalar field, which would be the one to create the −J state, is typically unstable once

inserted in the annulon ground state, so that we loose its degree of freedom in the

string description. This leaves us with 7–p scalar degrees of freedom, to be matched

with the remaining 7–p directions of the cycle orthogonal to the geodesic. The latter

are always present in our plane-waves as unit mass (in m0 units) world-sheet bosons:

they are the v modes.

The universal sector is completed by the flat coordinates xi. Other bosonic modes,

forming the “non-universal sector”, are very hard to identify even when the dual field

theory is better known [4, 7]. For this reason we will not purse the nonuniversal sec-

tor. Some fermionic fields dual to the world-sheet zero mode spinors can be possibly

identified within the (would be superpartners in the broken supersymmetry cases) su-

perpartners of the above scalar fields.

Thus, even if we do not know the details of the field theories dual to our supergravity

backgrounds, we have enough informations to identify the universal sector.

6.1.1 Annulons in 4-d and 3-d theories

Let us consider explicitly the identification of some string theory states with gauge

theory states for the string theory quantities computed in Section 3,4 and 5.

We start by considering the 4-d IIA case. In taking the Penrose limit we picked

a geodesic direction and one transverse coordinate, the v one in the metric (3.15).

On the dual field theory side, we have three massive scalar fields, coming from the
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ones parametrizing the motion of the D6-brane on flat space-time. Let us first see

how the fields on the stack of D6-branes transform under the global symmetry group

SO(1, 6)× SO(3) (we first consider flat D6-branes):

Aµ = (7, 1), Φa = (1, 3), Ψ = (8, 2). (6.4)

When the D6-branes wrap the three-cycle (with normal bundle SU(2)) the isometry

group is SO(1, 3) × SU(2)Σ × SU(2) and the bosonic fields transform as (no twisting

yet)

Aµ = (4, 1, 1) + (1, 3, 1), Φa = (1, 1, 3). (6.5)

After the twisting takes place, the first will be the massless gluon and the second and

third massive scalars. For the fermions, we have

Ψ = (2, 1, 2) + (2, 3, 2) + cc (6.6)

giving place, after the twisting, to massive fermions and the gluino.

Here we shall consider the way in which the fields transform under a U(1) inside

SU(2). Let us focus, for reasons explained below, on the scalars coming from Φa.

These three scalars are in a triplet of SU(2) ∼ SO(3), so they have charges +1, 0, −1

with respect to the U(1) ⊂ SU(2).

From the discussion above, we see that the J = +1 scalar, call it A1, creates the

ground state annulon, dual to the geodesic direction. Namely, the string theory ground

state is dual to the field theory hadron which is the lowest energy state obtained by

acting with the operator TrAJ1 on the field theory vacuum: TrAJ1 |0〉, where |0〉 is the

field theory vacuum. Note that to first approximation in the large J limit, the state

TrAJ1 |0〉 has mass equal to Jm0. A second scalar degree of freedom, the J = 0 one

A0, is dual to the v direction, i.e. its insertion in the string of A1’s above is dual to

the state obtained by the action of the v zero mode creation operator on the vacuum.

Its Hamiltonian in fact reads H = E0 +m0. Finally, the third scalar cannot be seen in

string theory, because it is dual to the −J state.

The identification of the u, ū, z, z̄ string zero-modes would require a more accu-

rate knowledge of the dual field theory. Even in the case of conformal theories, as the

dual to AdS5 × T 1,1 discussed in [50,51], the field theoretic description of these modes

involves antichiral fields.
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Let us examine more closely the 3-d models. The universal sector of the (b)MNa the-

ory has, apart from the two xi components, the two vi modes which have, as expected,

mass equal to m0. The theory comes from the wrapping of five-branes in IIB on a three-

cycle. In analogy with the previous decomposition, we start by recalling how the fields

on the brane transform under the isometries SO(1, 2) × SU(2)Σ × SU(2)L × SU(2)R,

once the brane wraps the three sphere. Before implementing the twisting, one has

Aµ = (3, 1, 1, 1) + (1, 3, 1, 1), Φa = (1, 1, 2, 2), (6.7)

and for the fermions

Ψ = (2, 2, 2, 1) + (2, 2, 1, 2). (6.8)

Similarly to the previous case, the twisting mixes SU(2)Σ with SU(2)L into SU(2)D in a

way that preserves minimal supersymmetry. We will have fields that transform under

this SU(2)D (massive fields) and some other fields that are inert under it (massless

fields). The angular momentum of the massive fields, according to eq. (4.14), is given

by J = bJψ1
+ J2 + Jψ2

, being Jψ1
the charge under the U(1) inside SU(2)Σ, J2 the

charge of the U(1) inside SU(2)L and Jψ2
of the one in SU(2)R. We will have massive

bosons coming from the decomposition of the gauge field (1, 3, 1, 1) in (6.7); these have

J = ±b, 0. The massive excitations coming from the scalars can be named according

to their charge under U(1)ψ1
× U(1)L × U(1)R as

A+,+ = (0,+,+), A−,− = (0,−,−), A−,+ = (0,−,+), A+,− = (0,+,−). (6.9)

Thus, we see that A++, A−−, A−+ and A+− have J charge 1, −1, 0, 0 respectively.

We are led to the conclusion that the operator Tr (A++)J acting on the field theory

vacuum is dual to the vacuum of the string theory, i.e. it is the annulon in the ground

state. Its Hamiltonian has the appropriate value H = 0. The modes v, v̄ (= v1 ± iv2)

are instead identified with (the insertion in the string of A++ of) A+− and A−+. The

states obtained acting with the v, v̄ zero-mode creation operators have in fact Hamilto-

nian H = E0 +m0 and are conjugate to each other. Finally, as usual A−− is unstable,

when inserted in the string of A++, against decay to the other scalars [4].

Having established the pattern of fields explicitly in the previous two examples,

we will be brief with the field theory dual to the CGLP background. There are three

unit-mass string zero-modes coming from the four-sphere. The theory is a fractional

D2 model, where the fractional branes are wrapped D4’s, giving five transverse scalars
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transforming in SO(5) to begin with. With respect to the U(1) corresponding to Φ+

(which is a U(1) in a SU(2)), there should be two uncharged scalars and three in a

triplet, so one J = 1 scalar giving the string vacuum, three J = 0 scalars giving the

three modes of the universal sector v3, v, v̄, and the decoupled J = −1 one.

6.2 Zero point energy and Hagedorn behavior

The complete Hamiltonian is obtained by summing to the bosonic one (6.3) the fermionic

contributions. We do not write explicitly the whole Hamiltonian, but concentrate for

the moment on the total zero point energy E0(m). All the models we investigate trough

this paper have non-trivial zero point energy, which is generically negative (actually it

is complex in the resolved conifold case) and diverging in the large m limit [41] (we

refer the reader to appendix D for a detailed discussion on this result).

Let us here go to an interpretation of the string zero point energy for the models

at hand in view of the string-annulon correspondence.

Let us consider for example the string ground state and the gauge theory annulon

corresponding to it. The string Hamiltonian for this state is H = E0(m) and so the

prediction for the corresponding hadronic energy (mass) is E = m0J + E0(m). Now,

if we think the annulon constituents to have bare mass m0 and unit J-charge, the

classical prediction for these should be simply Ec = m0J . So, in some sense string

theory is giving us a prediction on the bare masses and the quantum corrections to

them. Let us see it in more detail.

The crucial ingredient to understand this is the following. The parameter m is

related to field theory quantities by m = aJ/gsN = 1/λ′ (with a a model-dependent

numerical constant) being λ′ (in the standard BMN notations where λ′ = λ/J , with λ =

gsN ) the effective coupling for the sector we are analyzing 16. Now, the perturbative

field theory regime is reached when m >> 1. In this limit generically E0(m) →
−m0mA

2 , and so

E ≈ m0J −m0A
2m = m0J(1 − aA2

gsN
) (6.10)

which shows that in the large N limit we recover the classical expectation E = m0J ,

but from the point of view of the theory in the Penrose limit, which measures order one

fluctuation around the E = m0J configuration, the second term cannot be ignored.

16Note that this relation holds in all the confining (4-d and 3-d) models apart from the 4-d IIA in

the section 3 of this paper where m ≈ J/g
2/3
s N2.
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Read in terms of the effective coupling λ′, we have E ≈ m0(J − A2/λ′) and so the

zero-point term can be read as a nonperturbative (in λ′) field theory contribution to

the annulon masses. Since m0 cannot be computed in the perturbative field theory,

the presence of the above corrections does not change much the situation. So, in

principle, we could just accept the new value of m0 as a stringy prediction and go on

to calculate, for example, the corrections to the mass of the annulons with insertions

of field corresponding to string oscillators, along the line of BMN.

In appendix D we will trace a difference between our way of evaluating E0 and

the Casimir renormalization prescription often found in literature. Let us note here

that the latter would predict that the classical result Ec = m0J is only modified by

exponentially suppressed terms in the large m limit. So the two methods give in fact

different predictions for the nonperturbative contributions to the annulon mass, a fact

that in principle offers to our choice the privilege of falsifiability.

In the strong effective coupling limit, m → 0, E0 → −k2m0 , being k a model-

dependent constant. In this case E ≈ m0J − k2m0 = m0J(1 − k2/J) and so the

prediction is that for J >> 1 we still get E = m0J .

Finally, let us spend a few words on the thermodynamics of the string models we are

considering in this paper. Thanks to their exact solubility, we can evaluate the string

partition function at finite temperature and search for the typical Hagedorn behavior

for hadronic matter. Both the Casimir prescription and the non-renormalizing one

preserve modular invariance (see [41]) and so this is sensible indeed.

The calculation is standard 17, and as usual the Hagedorn temperature is given

by the zero point energy evaluated with anti-periodic fermions. It is given implicitly

by [7, 41] (TH = β−1
H )

βH = −2
√

2πα′Etot

(

m0βH

2
√

2π
; 0, 1/2

)

, (6.11)

where Etot(M ; 0, 1/2) is the zero-point energy E0(M) evaluated with periodic bosons

and antiperiodic fermionic fields. Note that due to the strategy we are adopting, i.e.

calculating E0 without renormalizing it, the above result differs from the one in [53]

for a finite term in Etot.

17See, for example, [52].
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J

E

Figure 1: The annulon trajectory obtained as a plot of the lowest mass annulon for a

given charge.

6.3 Experimental signature: Annulon trajectories

Regge trajectories are one of the most clear experimental signatures of the spectrum

of particles involved in strong interactions. Since we are considering hadronic bound

states, we are motivated to think about a “smoking gun” type of experimental signature

for the annulons. The quantum numbers that describe our bound states are the energy

E and the global U(1) charge J . Thus, it makes sense to introduce a modified Chew-

Frautschi plot where on the y-axis we will have the energy E =
√
t of the annulon and

on the x-axis we have its charge J . By inspecting the Hamiltonian (6.3) and recalling

the quantum numbers for the ground state we see that in general we have

E = m0J + α0 + excitations. (6.12)

As can be seen from Fig. 1, for a given charge J we have a whole tower of states

that represent the excitations of the ground state annulon. More remarkably, in some

similarity to the Regge trajectories, the plot containing the lowest energy annulon for

a given charge J is a straight line. Some remarks are in order. The expression (6.12)

is the same for all annulons discussed in this and in previous papers and is therefore

universal. There is an implicit assumption that J and E are very large quantum

numbers so that the semiclassical analysis can be trusted. The factor α0 is determined

by the zero point energy discussed in the previous section. As the excited state energy,

it is a function of J in the ratio J/λ. Since both J and λ are parametrically large, it

gives a subleading correction (in J) to the linear relation (6.12). Note that for higher
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values of the charge J , the distance between excited states in the same tower decreases.

These annulon trajectories are different from the Regge trajectories where one ob-

tains a straight line in a plot of spin versus mass square, E2. Interestingly, the appear-

ance of E rather than E2 took place in a recent analysis of Regge trajectories in the

context of the gauge/gravity correspondence [54].

7 Non-supersymmetric deformations of the resolved conifold

In section 3, we analyzed the IIA background corresponding to a resolved conifold

metric with RR two-form flux over the blown up S2. This is dual to N = 1 SYM

and is obtained by reduction of an eleven dimensional background which contains a G2

holonomy metric in the D7 family [9, 10].

In this section, we look for non-supersymmetric deformations of the above back-

ground. In particular, we would like to find seven dimensional metrics whose asymp-

totics are similar to the supersymmetric ones. The ansatz is exactly the same as

Eq.(3.1), namely

ds2 = dr2 + a(r)2
[

(Σ1 + g(r)σ1)
2 + (Σ2 + g(r)σ2)

2
]

+ c(r)2(Σ3 + g3(r)σ3)
2 + b(r)2

[

σ2
1 + σ2

2

]

+ f(r)2σ2
3 . (7.1)

The results are as follows. We found a family of regular non-supersymmetric solutions

with g(r) ≡ 0 but otherwise essentially the same small r behavior as the supersym-

metric ones.

As in the supersymmetric case, upon reduction to Type IIA, the dilaton is still

finite everywhere. However, the large r asymptotic properties differ dramatically from

the supersymmetric case. In particular, there are two stabilized one-cycles instead of

one. The IIA metric in string frame reads

e−2Φ/3ds2
10 = dx2

1,3 + ℓ2
[

dr2 + a(r)2(dθ̄2 + sin2 θ̄dφ̄2) + b(r)2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2) +

+
f 2c2

f(r)2 + (1 + g3(r))2c(r)2
(dψ2 − cos θdφ+ cos θ̄dφ̄)2

]

,

and the radius of the circle parametrized by ψ2 has a finite limit as r → ∞. The matter
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fields are given as before by

A1 = ℓN

[

f(r)2 − (1 − g3(r)
2)c2

f(r)2 + (1 + g3(r))2c(r)2
(−dψ2 + cos θdφ− cos θ̄dφ̄) +

+ cos θdφ+ cos θ̄dφ̄

]

,

4N2e4Φ/3 = f(r)2 + c(r)2(1 + g3(r))
2. (7.2)

Ricci flatness implies that the functions {a(r), b(r), c(r), f(r), g(r), g3(r)} satisfy a cou-

pled system of six second order nonlinear differential equations supplemented by a

constraint. The precise form of these equations can be found in appendix E. From

consistency with the equations of motion and the requirement that the solution be

regular at r = 0, one can derive the following boundary conditions

b = R0 −
(

q2
0 − 2

16R0

)

r2 + O(r4) ,

f = q0R0 +
q3
0

16R0

r2 + O(r4) ,

a =
1

2
r +

(

q2
0 − 4R2

0

192R2
0

+
c0
2

)

r3 + O(r5) ,

c = −1

2
r + c0r

3 + O(r5) ,

g =
q0
2

+ α +

[

(q0 + 2α) ((q2
0 + β)2 + q2

0(α
2 + αq0 − 1))

24q2
0R

2
0

]

r2 + O(r4) ,

g3 =

(

q2
0

2
− 1 + β

)

+

[

(4α2 + 4αq0)(q
2
0 + β) + q2

0(2q
2
0 − 2 + 3β)

24R2
0

]

r2 + O(r4) . (7.3)

The supersymmetric solutions correspond to

c0 = −5q2
0 − 8

288R2
0

, α = 0 , β = 0 . (7.4)

In particular, these boundary conditions imply that g(r) = − af
2bc
, g3(r) = 2g(r)2 − 1

for any value of r.

The only non-singular non-supersymmetric solutions we were able to find corre-

spond to setting α = − q0
2
. Note that this is not a small deviation from the super-

symmetric case. In fact, by virtue of the equations of motion, α = − q0
2

implies that

g(r) ≡ 0. The value of c0 is still the same as in the supersymmetric case. Thus, besides

the usual parameters q0 and R0, these solutions depend on the value of β. Numerical

analysis shows that there is actually only a finite range of values of h0 ≡ q20
2
− 1 + β
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such that the solution is regular and finite everywhere ( see Fig. 2 ). If h0 lies outside

this range, the solution develops a singularity at a finite value of r. Note also that,

since the equations of motion are symmetric under g3(r) → −g3(r), which is true only

if g(r) ≡ 0, the range of allowed values for h0 is symmetric under h0 → −h0.

These solutions are markedly different from the supersymmetric ones. First of all,

both f(r) and c(r) approach a constant value in the limit r → ∞. As a consequence,

the Type IIA metric is not asymptotically conical as in the supersymmetric case. In

fact, the fibered S1 parametrized by ψ2 has actually a finite radius at infinity. As

r → ∞, a generic solution has the following behavior

a(r) =
r + r∞√

3
+

3
√

3 ( q2
2(1 + 2g2

∞) + 2 )R2
2

8( r + r∞)
− c3 + q2f3

2
√

3q2R2( r + r∞)2
+ ...

b(r) =
r + r∞√

3
+

3
√

3 ( q2
2(2 + g2

∞) + 1 )R2
2

8( r + r∞)
− c3 + q2f3

2
√

3q2R2( r + r∞)2
+ ...

c(r) = q2R2 −
9q3

2R
3
2(1 + g2

∞)

4( r + r∞)2
+

c3
( r + r∞)3

+ ...

f(r) = R2 −
9R3

2

4( r + r∞)2
+

f3

( r + r∞)3
+ ...

g3(r) = g∞ − 9R2
2g∞

2( r + r∞)2
+

h∞
( r + r∞)3

+ ... (7.5)

where the seven parameters involved, {q2, R2, c3, f3, g∞, h∞, r∞}, will depend on the

three IR parameters {q0, R0, h0}. The dilaton is still finite everywhere, just like in the

supersymmetric case.

The RR two-form flux through the non-collapsing two-sphere at infinity parametrized

by θ and φ is not equal to 1 as in the supersymmetric case. This is because the first term

in the RR gauge field (7.2) proportional to σ3 − Σ3, namely A(r) ≡ f2−(1−g3)2c2

f2+(1+g3)2c2
, does

not vanish for r → ∞ as in the supersymmetric case. Actually, in the limit r → ∞, it

always goes to a negative constant, which in general is not even an integer. However,

the flux through the two-sphere defined by ψ2 = 0, θ = θ̄, φ = φ̄ is always equal to 2N ,

independently of the limit of A(r). This holds for supersymmetric solutions too. Note

that this sphere does not collapse either, since its area is proportional to b(r)2 + a(r)2.

To create a more detailed and intuitive picture we show a generic solution corre-

sponding to {R0 = 1, q0 = 1
2
, h0 = −1

2
} in figures 3-7. Fig. 7 shows that the term

A(r) ≡ f2−(1−g3)2c2

f2+(1+g3)2c2
is not asymptotic to an integer constant. Setting h0 = −0.395

instead, we find a solution such that limr→∞A(r) = −2 ( Fig. 8 ). The asymptotic

values of eΦ and c(r) are different in the two cases ( Figs. 9, 10) , whereas the profiles
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of a(r), b(r) and f(r) are virtually the same. In Figs. 11-16, we compare the supersym-

metric solution for {R0 = 1, q0 = 1
2
} and the non-supersymmetric one corresponding

to {R0 = 1, q0 = 1
2
, h0 = −0.395}.

Interestingly, the Penrose limit, with the particular geodesic of section 3, of these

non-supersymmetric solutions is exactly the same as the Penrose limit of the super-

symmetric ones with the same value of q0. This enhancement of supersymmetry for

the Penrose limit of certain supergravity backgrounds was first noticed in [50, 51] for

the case of AdS5 × T 1,1 which has the same Penrose limit as AdS5 × S5. Basically, the

Penrose limit of a general solution whose behavior close to r = 0 is given by Eqs.(7.3)

is exactly the same as the supersymmetric one. The metric reads

ds2 = −4dx+dx− −m2
0

[

v2 +
(2q2

0 − 4(1 + g2
0))

16
yaya

]

(dx+)2 + dxidxi + dyadya + dv2

+m0g0dx
+(y1dy3 − y3dy1 + y2dy4 − y4dy2) , (7.6)

where g0 ≡ q0
2

+α. For the family of non-supersymmetric solutions that we found, one

has g0 ≡ 0. In general, with the following coordinate transformation

u = ei
m0g0x

+

2 (y1 + iy3), z = ei
m0g0x

+

2 (y2 + iy4),

we retrieve Eq.(3.15). This property of supersymmetry enhancement in the Penrose

limit gives further evidence that the nonsupersymmetric deformation is different from

the other soft susy breaking achieved by means of a gaugino bilinear. This kind of

supersymmetry breaking seems to be similar to the breaking between the N = 4 SYM

corresponding to string theory on AdS5×S5 and the N = 1 SCFT dual to AdS5×T 1,1.

In summary, for given values of q0 and R0, there is a one-parameter family of non-

supersymmetric solutions whose flux through the non-collapsing two-sphere defined by

ψ2 = 0, θ = θ̄, φ = φ̄ is equal to 2N , like in the supersymmetric case. The asymptotic

behavior of these solutions differs from the supersymmetric case in that the IIA metric

is not conical for large r but has a finite radius circle instead.

8 Conclusions

Let us summarize our main results and comment on possible extensions or the work

presented here.

First we should emphasize, once again, that this paper deals with supergravity duals

to confining gauge theories. For the supergravity approximation to be well defined we
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need the curvature of the metric to be small in string units. Small curvature implies

that the field theory dual is not simply that of the ‘pure’ gauge theory. Instead, the dual

necessarily includes adjoint massive fields (KK modes). These inconvenient ‘impurities’

plague all the known gravity duals to confining gauge theories.

As mentioned in the introduction, this work focuses on the “hadrons” composed

out of a large number of the adjoint massive fields referred above. These hadrons are

shown to be ubiquitous in duals to confining theories, and some common features are

investigated in this paper.

To address some of the dynamical features of these hadrons we used a Penrose limit

that was motivated in [4]. Basically, we used a null geodesic localized in the region of

small values of the radial coordinate. By taking this Penrose limit we found a parallel

plane wave associated to a sector of the confining dual. Then, quantizing the Type II

superstring on the pp-wave we analyzed several features common to all these confining

backgrounds. Among these features we discussed: a mass formula for the ground state

and its excitations, the composition of the hadrons in terms of KK modes, the existence

of ‘universal’ sectors, zero point energies, and a experimental signature for the annulon

trajectories.

It is worth highlighting that we considered backgrounds dual to minimally super-

symmetric field theories, that is, with four supercharges in four dimensions and two

supercharges in three dimensions. We also considered backgrounds where supersym-

metry is explicitly broken. The breaking procedure is ‘soft’ in the 3-d model of section

4, in the sense that it is based on the de-tuning of one parameter; this is not the case

for the 4-d model of section 7. The general structure of our hadrons does not seem to

be too sensitive to the breaking. In fact, it also coincides with the same general type

studied before. The persistence of this structure for backgrounds in IIB, IIA, dual to

confining gauge theories in four and three dimensions, encourages us to view this fact

as a sign of the universality of the hadrons.

There are, of course, some differences in the several cases that we considered. In

the case of duals to confining three dimensional gauge theories (Type IIB or IIA cases),

everything seems to work nicely. In the M-theory or IIA set up dual to four dimensional

N = 1 SYM + KK modes there are issues with the lower modes. These problems do

not seem to indicate an instability in the free strings case, but the introduction of

interactions could render the plane wave geometry unstable. This is obviously one of

the features that deserve further study.
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Other than the universality of annulons we have established the existence of a

Hagedorn density of states for the strings quantized in these backgrounds. This is the

expected behavior for hadronic matter. On the more technical side of this question,

we have included a discussion (hopefully fairly clear) on the issue of regularizations of

the zero point energies of the backgrounds under study; this can be find in appendix

D.

In section 7, we have numerically constructed new solutions that are non super-

symmetric versions of G2 holonomy manifolds in M-theory (or Type IIA with fluxes

on the resolved conifold). These solutions are ALC, thus having a consistent IIA in-

terpretation as branes wrapping cycles in a non-supersymmetric fashion. It would be

of interest to study properties of this solutions in relation to their argued field theory

dual. The stability of these new solutions is also a point to be studied.

What are the future directions of research that this investigation opens? In view

of their universality, these hadrons deserve more study. Indeed, the present paper and

its predecessors seem to be the only quantitative prediction for the KK modes. The

scattering properties, a detailed study of the annulon trajectories discussed in section

6.3, seem to be natural directions to concentrate further efforts.
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A Parametrization of R4

The left-invariant one forms of SU(2) are defined as

σ1 + iσ2 = e−iψ(dθ + i sin θdφ), σ3 = dψ + cos θdφ. (A.1)

Note that they satisfy dσ1 = −σ2 ∧ σ3.
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The change of coordinates on R4 used in the main text is

y1 = r sin
θ

2
sin

ψ − φ

2
, y2 = r sin

θ

2
cos

ψ − φ

2
,

y3 = r cos
θ

2
cos

ψ + φ

2
, y4 = r cos

θ

2
sin

ψ + φ

2
. (A.2)

Note that with this definitions the metric in R4 is

ds2 = dr2 +
r2

4
(σ2

1 + σ2
2 + σ2

3) = dyadya, (A.3)

with a = 1, 2, 3, 4.

B Fermionic equations of motion

In the generic Type IIA case the equations of motion of the world-sheet fermions read

(see for example [55] and related papers)

(∂τ + ∂σ)θ
1 =

α′p+

4
eΦF+iΓ

iθ2 +
α′p+

8
H+ijΓ

ijθ1 − α′p+

24
eΦF+ijkΓ

ijkθ2,

(∂τ − ∂σ)θ
2 = −α

′p+

4
eΦF+iΓ

iθ1 − α′p+

8
H+ijΓ

ijθ2 − α′p+

24
eΦF+ijkΓ

ijkθ1. (B.1)

The relevant IIB equations are [4]

(∂τ + ∂σ)θ
1 = −α

′p+

8
eΦF+ijΓ

ijθ2 − α′p+

8
H+ijΓ

ijθ1,

(∂τ − ∂σ)θ
2 = −α

′p+

8
eΦF+ijΓ

ijθ1 +
α′p+

8
H+ijΓ

ijθ2. (B.2)

C The BPST Instanton

In this appendix we present the explicit form of the one-instanton field that we use

in the main text. We present the coordinate change of variables that takes the ex-

plicit solution of [49] into the one used in the main text. The metric on S4 and the

correspondent one-instanton are [49]:

ds2 =
1

(1 + r2/a2)2

[

dr2 +
1

4
r2(σ2

1 + σ2
2 + σ2

3)

]

,

A1 = −σ1
(r/a)2

1 + r2/a2
, cyclic. (C.1)
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Taking

sinψ =
2r/a

1 + r2/a2
, (C.2)

we find

ds2 =
a2

4

[

dψ2 +
1

4
sin2 ψ(σ2

1 + σ2
2 + σ2

3)

]

,

A1 = −1

2
(1 − cosψ) σ1, cyclic. (C.3)

These are the expressions used in the main text. The radius of S4 or alternatively the

size of the instanton is set to a = 2.

The corresponding field strength is given by J i = dAi + 1
2
ǫijkA

j ∧ Ak

J1 = −1

2
sinψdψ ∧ σ1 −

1

4
sin2 ψ σ2 ∧ σ3, cyclic. (C.4)

D Zero point energy

In this appendix we will briefly discuss two of the procedures most commonly encoun-

tered in the literature to deal with the zero point energy. We attempt to describe their

similarities and differences. We hope this appendix clarifies why our preference falls

on the one used in the main text.

The Penrose limits we took in this paper always resulted in plane-waves preserving

only 16 supersymmetries. These are the so-called “kinematical” supercharges, which

give no linearly realized supersymmetry on the worldsheet [56]. This is evident by

examining the various string spectra we found: worldsheet bosons and fermions have

generically different worldsheet masses. Thus the zero point energy E0(m) is not trivial.

In particular two aspects of it are relevant: its negative sign and its actual behavior as

a function of m. As we will show, the first is independent on the way in which E0 is

evaluated, while the latter is strongly dependent on it.

The general way in which we wrote E0 is in terms of an expression like 18

S(m) =
1

2

∞
∑

n=−∞

[
8

∑

i=1

√

n2 + b2im
2 −

8
∑

j=1

√

n2 + f 2
i m

2], (D.1)

18In the regular plus fractional D2 model, as in the KS case and its soft breaking [4,7], the frequencies

have in general a more complicate structure. We focus here on the simpler case, just to discuss our

evaluation philosophy avoiding other technical complications.
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where bi and fi parameterize the bosonic and fermionic masses respectively. The su-

pergravity equations of motion crucially imply
∑

i b
2
i =

∑

j f
2
j . Under this condition it

is easy to show that the above series is convergent, has definite sign (negative in all the

models we examined, apart from the by now problematic IIA resolved conifold one)

and is linear in m2 in the large m limit. We will return on these points in a moment.

There is in fact a formal subtlety here we want to alert the reader about. Since the

single bosonic and fermionic contributions of the whole expression above are divergent,

we cannot trivially say that the expression in (D.1) is equal to

SB(m) − SF (m) =
1

2

∞
∑

n=−∞

8
∑

i=1

√

n2 + b2im
2 − 1

2

∞
∑

n=−∞

8
∑

j=1

√

n2 + f 2
jm

2. (D.2)

If we write E0 in these terms, we have to find a regularization prescription to carefully

deal with the divergent terms

1

2

∞
∑

n=−∞

√
n2 +m2. (D.3)

One way is to regularize these is by considering

∑

n∈Z

√
n2 +m2 −→

∑

n∈Z

(n2 +m2)−s. (D.4)

Let us thus evaluate this expression

1

2

∑

n∈Z

(n2 +m2)−s =

=
1

2

∑

n∈Z

1

Γ(s)

∞
∫

0

dtts−1e−t(m
2+n2)

=
1

2

∑

p∈Z

π1/2

Γ(s)

∞
∫

0

dtts−3/2e−tm
2−π2p2/t

=
1

2

π1/2

Γ(s)



2

∞
∑

p=1

∞
∫

0

dtts−3/2e−tm
2−π2p2/t +

∞
∫

0

dtts−3/2e−tm
2



 (D.5)

=
1

2

π1/2

Γ(s)
2

∞
∑

p=1

2

(

π2p2

m2

)s/2−1/4

Ks−1/2(2π p m) +
1

2

π−s

Γ(s)

∞
∫

0

dt ts−3/2e−tm
2

= 2
πs(m2)−s/2+1/4

Γ(s)

∞
∑

p=1

1

p1/2−s
Ks−1/2(2π p m) +

1

2

π1/2

Γ(s)
(m2)−s+1/2 Γ(s− 1/2).
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In step 1 we used [57]
∞

∫

0

dt tν−1e−µt = µ−νΓ(ν), (D.6)

with µ = m2 + n2 and ν = s. Note that the Γ function provides a natural analytical

continuation for ν = −1/2. Step 2 uses the Poisson resummation formula:

∑

n∈Z

e−t n
2

=
(π

t

)1/2 ∑

p∈Z

e−π
2p2/t. (D.7)

In step 4 we used [57]

∞
∫

0

dttν−1e−tγ−β/t = 2

(

β

γ

)ν/2

Kν(2
√

γβ). (D.8)

The above expression (D.5) is divergent in the limit s→ −1/2.

A prescription commonly found in the literature consists in defining (D.3) by assign-

ing it the finite value corresponding to ignoring the second term in the last expression

in (D.5). Basically this defines a “renormalized” (Casimir energy like) version of (D.3)

to be the term containing the sum of Bessel functions. If we apply this prescription to

each term in (D.2) and then sum up, we find that the whole zero point energy is given

by a sum over Bessel functions only.

In the main body of the paper we followed instead a different “regularization” pre-

scription as suggested in [41]. We did not take the s→ −1/2 limit for each individual

degree of freedom. Instead we first added the contribution of bosons and fermions as

in (D.1) and only at the end we sent s → −1/2. These two prescriptions give two

slightly different results.

Renormalizing individual degrees of freedom is justified and necessary in the bosonic

string cases in order to deal with infinities as we do in ordinary bosonic field theories.

A deeper reason for this is provided by the fact that in a bosonic theory the zero

point or Casimir energy is an observable and thus we renormalize it to obtain a finite

result. In the supersymmetric cases the natural objects to look at are the boson-

fermion constituents and the observable quantity is the one obtained by summing the

contributions of all degrees of freedom as in (D.1). In a sense this choice amounts on

choosing the same regulator (say, the same cutoff) for all the degrees of freedom, and

this is physically sensible. This way no renormalization prescription is required: we

only need a calculation tool to evaluate a convergent quantity.
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In our case, we can thus decide to evaluate the expression in (D.1) by using the

s-regularization as above, i.e. taking the s → −1/2 limit of S(m, s). Due to the

condition
∑

i b
2
i =

∑

j f
2
j , it follows that the leading divergence coming from Γ(−1+ ǫ)

with ǫ→ 0 in (D.5) always cancels in S. The final result is

S(m) =
8

∑

i=1

[2
(bim)

π1/2Γ(−1/2)

∞
∑

p=1

1

p
K−1(2π p bim)] +

−
8

∑

j=1

[2
(fjm)

π1/2Γ(−1/2)

∞
∑

p=1

1

p
K−1(2π p fjm)] +

− m2

2
[

8
∑

i=1

b2i log b2i −
8

∑

j=1

f 2
j log f 2

j ], (D.9)

the last line 19 tracing the difference between our prescription and the Casimir-like one.

Let us notice that in the case where supersymmetry is linearly realized and so bosons

and fermions are arranged in multiplets sharing the same masses, this last term is zero,

and so the two prescriptions give the same result. In the general case the difference

manifests itself in the large m limit.

By referring to the notations used in the paper the zero point energy reads E0(m) =

(m0/m)S(m) 20. In the small m limit only the zero-modes are leading order and

E0(m) → m0(
∑

i |bi| −
∑

j |fj |): this can be found by using both prescriptions. As

a remark we noticed in the paper that for all the confining models we examined this

quantity is negative.

In the large m limit, if we Casimir-renormalize each term in the sum by associating

it with the term containing only the sum of Bessel functions, we get zero for the zero

point energy. This is because the Bessel function vanishes exponentially for large values

19The origin of this finite correction can be traced to the fact that

lim
ǫ→0

(m2)1−ǫ Γ(−1 + ǫ) = m2

(−1

ǫ
− 1 + γ

)

+ m2 log m2 + O(ǫ). (D.10)

20Notice that our plane wave geometries are well defined only for m0 6= 0. This is evident for

example from the definitions of the light-cone coordinates. The flat space case m0 = 0 is so non

continuously connected with our plane waves. In the flat space case the zero point energy is of course

zero, a result independent on the way in which E0 is evaluated. The parameter m0 6= 0 can be

reabsorbed by a redefinition of the light-cone coordinates and the only physical parameter to look at

in our models is m = m0α
′p+. This explains why we study the behavior of E0 as a function of m and

not of m0.
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of the argument. Our prescription instead add to the Bessel terms the last line in (D.9),

giving to E0 a linear behavior in m, for large m. In the models we examined this reads

as E0 ≈ −m0A
2m, where A2 is a model-dependent constant.

As a remark, disconnected from the choice of the evaluation prescription for the

zero point energy, and related to the models we examine in the main body of the paper,

we should ask which kind of consequences the negativity of the superstring zero point

energy E0(m) should have at string level.

In the limit m << 1 (this is usually referred to as the “supergravity limit” as

the leading order contribution to the string motion comes from the zero-modes) we

can study the consequences (or the meaning) of the negativity of E0 by referring to

supergravity. So, the question is: does the negative value of the zero point energy

correspond to some (classical) instability of the backgrounds here considered? In was

shown in [41] that in all the cases in which E0 stays finite in the supergravity limit,

no instability can be read from the supergravity perspective, no matter the sign of E0.

The situation is problematic only when E0 goes to minus infinity for m → 0 (just as

in the Type 0B case considered in [42]) where a tachyonic instability appears.
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E Ricci flatness

Imposing that the seven-dimensional metric (7.1) is Ricci flat, we find the following

system of equations

a′′ =
1

20a3b4c2f 2
[−9b4c4f 2 − 8a2b2c2f 2(c2g2 + 2b2(a′2 − 1))

−12a3b3cfa′(bfc′ + c(2fb′ + bf ′))

+4a6b2(3f 2g2 + c2(3g2(1 + g3)
2 + 2f 2g′2))

+a4c (cf 2(f 2 + c2(g2 + g3)
2) − 4b2cf 2(1 + g2 − b′2)

+8b3fb′(fc′ + cf ′) + b4(4fc′f ′ − c3g′3
2))] (E.1)

b′′ =
1

20a4b3c2f 2
[b4c4f 2 + 4a2b2c2f 2(−2c2g2 + b2(a′2 − 1))

+8a3b3cfa′(bfc′ + c(−3fb′ + bf ′))

−4a6b2(2f 2g2 + c2(2g2(1 + g3)
2 + 3f 2g′2))

−a4c (9cf 2(f 2 + c2(g2 + g3)
2) − 16b2cf 2(1 + g2 − b′2)

+12b3fb′(fc′ + cf ′) + b4(−4fc′f ′ + c3g′3
2))] (E.2)

c′′ =
1

20a4b4cf 2
[11b4c4f 2 + 2a2b2c2f 2(11c2g2 + 2b2(a′2 − 1))

+8a3b3cfa′(−4bfc′ + c(2fb′ + bf ′))

+2a6b2(−9f 2g2 + c2(g2(1 + g3)
2 − f 2g′2))

+a4c (cf 2(f 2 + 11c2(g2 + g3)
2) − 4b2cf 2(1 + g2 − b′2)

+8b3fb′(−4fc′ + cf ′) + b4(−16fc′f ′ + 9c3g′3
2))] (E.3)

f ′′ =
1

20a4b4c2f
[b4c4f 2 + 2a2b2c2f 2(c2g2 + 2b2(a′2 − 1))

+8a3b3cfa′(bfc′ + 2c(fb′ − 2bf ′))

−2a6b2(−f 2g2 + c2(9g2(1 + g3)
2 + f 2g′2))

+a4c (cf 2(11f 2 + c2(g2 + g3)
2) − 4b2cf 2(1 + g2 − b′2)

+8b3fb′(fc′ − 4cf ′) − b4(16fc′f ′ + 11c3g′3
2))] (E.4)

g′′ =
c2g

a4
+
g(−2b2 + c2(g2 + g3))

a2b2
+
f 2g + c2g(1 + g3)

2

c2f 2

−
(

4a′

a
+
c′

c
+
f ′

f

)

g′ (E.5)
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g′′3 =
2a2g2(1 + g3)

b2c2
+
f 2(g2 + g3)

b4

−
(

2a′

a
+

2b′

b
+

3c′

c
− f ′

f

)

g′3 (E.6)

together with the constraint

− 1

2a2b2cf
[b4c4f 2 + 2a2b2c2f 2(c2g2 + 2b2(a′2 − 1))

+8a3b3cfa′(bfc′ + c(2fb′ + bf ′))

+2a6b2(f 2g2 + c2(g2(1 + g3)
2 − f 2g′2))

+a4c (cf 2(f 2 + c2(g2 + g3)
2) − 4b2cf 2(1 + g2 − b′2)

+8b3fb′(fc′ + cf ′) + b4(4fc′f ′ − c3g′3
2))] = 0 . (E.7)

The system is invariant under translations, r → r + const.

Furthermore, if {a(r), b(r), c(r), f(r), g(r), g3(r)} is a solution of the equations of mo-

tion then {λ−1a(λr), λ−1b(λr), λ−1c(λr), λ−1f(λr), g(λr), g3(λr)} is a solution too (λ 6=
0). There is also a symmetry under g(r) → −g(r). Finally, in the case g(r) ≡ 0, there

is an extra symmetry under g3(r) → −g3(r).
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Figure 2: Every value of h0 below a diamond gives a regular solution, whereas every

value above a box leads to a singular one. Also, recall that the full range is symmetric

under h0 → −h0.
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Figure 3: The functions a (dashed line) and b (continuous line).
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Figure 4: Plot of −c (continuous line) and f (dashed line).
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Figure 5: Plot of g3.
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Figure 6: Plot of eΦ.
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Figure 7: Plot of A(r) ≡ f2−(1−g3)2c2

f2+(1+g3)2c2
.
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Figure 8: Plot of A(r) for {R0 = 1, q0 = 1
2
, h0 = −0.395}.
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Figure 9: Plot of eΦ for {R0 = 1, q0 = 1
2
, h0 = −0.5} (continuous line) and {R0 =

1, q0 = 1
2
, h0 = −0.395} (dashed line).
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Figure 10: Plot of −c for {R0 = 1, q0 = 1
2
, h0 = −0.5} (continuous line) and {R0 =

1, q0 = 1
2
, h0 = −0.395} (dashed line).
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Figure 11: The functions a and b for the supersymmetric (dashed line) and non-

supersymmetric solution (continuous line) {R0 = 1, q0 = 1
2
}.
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Figure 12: Plot of −c for the supersymmetric (dashed line) and non-supersymmetric

solution (continuous line).
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Figure 13: Plot of f for the supersymmetric (dashed line) and non-supersymmetric

solution (continuous line).
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Figure 14: Plot of g3 for the supersymmetric (dashed line) and non-supersymmetric

solution (continuous line).
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Figure 15: Plot of eΦ for the supersymmetric (dashed line) and non-supersymmetric

solution (continuous line).
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Figure 16: Plot of A(r) for the supersymmetric (dashed line) and non-supersymmetric

solution (continuous line).
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